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FOREWORD 

It is once more the obligation of the AAF to submit a report of its 
activities to the American people-from which it draws its fighting 
men, its airplanes, and its strength. In the pages that follow there 
are pictured, with a f:,omewhat broad brush, the world-wide opera
tions in which the AAF has been engaged, the means by which these 
operations have been sustained, and the objectives which lie ahead. 

This report is necessarily devoted to the Army Air Forces and 
t~eir operations. However , the AAF does not for a moment forget 
that the AAF is one part of a well-balanced team, one element in 
the mighty combination of force which has been brought to hear 
against the Axis by the United States and the Allies. If this report 
does not set forth in detail the prodigious efforts and magnifi
cent achievements of the Army Ground. Forces, the Army Service 
Forces, the Navy and the Marine Corps of the United States, the 
Royal Air Force and the other Allied Forces, it is not for lack of 
recogmt10n. It would be presumptuous to attempt in these brief 
pages to describe and interpret the activities, operations, and ac
complishments of the AAF's sister services. That task is left to 
those who speak with the requisite knowledge and authority. Let 
the reader of this report remember that no accomplishment de
scribed in these pages is exclusively that of the AAF; it is the result 
of the combined efforts and contr ibutions of the Armed Services 
and civil populations of the United States and the Allied Nations. 
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This is essentially a combat narrative, written at a time when the 
air effort is reaching its peak in the European theatre, and is being 
accelerated to the limit of our ability in the Pacific. It is a narra
tive which endeavors to explain through illustrative or typical 
activities the course of the war as affected by the course of the air 
war, to evaluate what has been achieved, and to outline the role 
played hy the AAF in full cooperation with our Ground Forces, 
Service Forces, Navy and Marine Corps, and with our Allies. 
,.,. The first Report of the Commanding General of the Army Air 
Forces to the Secretary of War, published 4 January 1944, de
scribed the growth and development of the AAF prior to the attack 
on Pearl Harbor, our training and plane-production program, our 
combat accomplishments in 1942 and 1943. This report is devoted 
to the combat and certain other activities of the AAF since 4 
January 1944. 

During the past months the results of the Nation's great war 
effort have been obvious on the grim fighting fronts. What the 
Allied Forces have accomplished during 1944 will ·stand for gen
erations as a warning to dictators to "beware the fury of a patient 
man." Yet, it must he clear to every American, while the war is 
still far from won, that the price of freedom from the conspiracies 
and assaults of international gangsters is eternal vigilance and the 
possession of men and weapons capable of destroying an enemy 
promptly before he destroys us. 

This document contains military information-such as AAF 
plans for D-Day in France-that could not be released previously 
for reasons of military security. The enemy has now felt the im
pact of many projected operations, and if he is not already in pos
session of the particular information that he may glean from this 
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report, he is welcome to it, for there is little he can now do about it. 
While much of the enemy's strength, strategy, and disposition 

has been revealed by his actions in combat, there are many things 
we do not know about him, and it would he folly to pretend that 
we •do. Only historians can have the perception of the exact na
ture and demands of a great battle-after it has been fought. But 
what is now unavailable for this narrative in cold military analysis 
may he offset by this first-hand story of fighting a war as its re
sponsible officers have to fight it-with the men, knowledge, and 
weapons at their command. 

It is impossible, within the brief scope of this report, to give full 
credit to all individuals and organizations inside and outside the 
AAF who ha'7'e made its accomplishments possible. We are espe
cially indebted to the Chief of Staff, General Marshall, and to 
Mr. Robert A. Lovett, Assistant Secretary of War for Air. One 
could also refer to the Air Staff, to the personnel of our continental 
Air Forces, to the men operating isolated overseas posts, to the 
WA Cs, to those who man the production lines, to the scientists 
working on developments in the many laboratories of the United 
States, to the mechanics working at all hours and in all climates 
from the cold of Alaska to the heat of Assam, to the military and 
civilian personnel scattered all over the world, living in quonsets, 
warehouses, or bamboo huts, working behind desks or stock piles, 
seeing to it that the men and materiel get there in good condition 
and on time. 

In every way possible, the effort has been made to let all these 
people know the value of their work, hut in the broader sense no 
medals, no awards, no public thanks can possibly give these people 
as much as they have given to help win this war. 
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Section 1 
THE AIR WAR AGAINST GERMANY 

Strategic and Tactical Operations 
in the European Theater before and after D-Day 

On the morning of 6 June 1944 what Allied air 
power had accomplished in Europe was plain for 
all to see. This was D-Day. · The Allies were mov
ing history's greatest invasion armada against a 
strongly fortified enemy coast. The element of 
surprise was strategically negligible. For months 
the press had announced the coming invasion. All 
that could he hoped for was surprise as to the exact 
time and place of our landings. 

The time was limited by the caprices of English 
Channel weather to the late spring or early summer. 
The selection of a beachhead for a large-scale as
sault was restricted by practical considerations to a 
small number of definite areas. Only a few weeks 
before, Field Marshal Rommel had made a personal' 
inspection of the Normandy coast, and had an
nounced that it was there that we would attack. 
The German General Staff, which had conceived 
the brilliant campaigns of France, Poland, and 
Norway, had thorough plans for repelling the 
assault. 

These were established factors. The imponder
able, in some people's minds, was the air power 
which Germany could bring to bear against the 
greatest landing operation of all time. 

For months, since the early efforts of the RAF 
and the first all-American bombing of the Rouen 
marshalling yards on 17 August 1942, Allied offen-

Using pathfinder techniques because of cloud cover, 
8th Air Force B-24's begin D-Day by bombing 
enemy positions on the Normandy beaches. 
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sive operations against Germany had been entirely 
by air. These operations were called strategic 
bombing, and their aim was to reduce drastically 
the enemy's ability and will to wage war. 

The results of this Allied air offensive were open 
to interpretation. Wishful ihinking had caused 
some persons to believe Germany might collapse 
during 1943. Then as time wore on the pendulum 
swung the other way. There was no measuring 
stick. 

It was difficult to calculate accurately what part 
strategic bombing had played in successes on the 
Russian front and in the African victory. The 
year-long assault on Madrid in the Spanish war had 
stiffened the will to fight. So had the blitz of 
London. Our citizens were only beginning to real
ize the enormous resiliency of an enemy ruthlessly 
mobilized for total war, fattened by the wealth of 
conquest, utilizing factories and slave labor of con
quered countries. After 5 years of war Germany 
still had powerful armies in the field. 

Damage reports of bombing operations, pictures 
of destroyed factories, estimated curtailment of pro
duction-what did they mean? There was no guide 
in previous military experience. 

When the U. S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe 
were formed in January 1944, under Lt. Gen. Carl 
Spaatz, to plan and direct operations of the AAF 
heavy bombers based in England and Italy, and 
coordinate their efforts with the night operations 
of the RAF, American strategic air power in Eu
rope had just become strong enough to make 



inroa<ls on vital war materiel that no Nazi impro
visation could overcome. Our air power in Europe 
had been built slowly because of the needs of other 
fronts, aircraft lo~ses, and the sheer physical size 
and complexity of the bases required. At last we 

. were ready for the job ahead. 
The week of 20- 26 February 1944 may well be 

classed by future historians as marking a decisive 
battle of history, one as decisive and of greater 
world importance than Gettysburg. Early in 1942, 
recognizing the threat in the AAF's emphasis on 
the heavy-bomber and precision-bombing tech
niques, and in the RAF's conversion to h eavy bomb
ers, the German Air Force had concentrated on 
production of fighter planes for defensive purposes. 
The German plan was to quadruple the monthly 
output and keep their industry inviolate. Concen
trations of antiaircraft guns were placed around air
craft and component factories, and swarms of Ger-

. man fighter planes defended them. · Repairs were 
made with labor and materials diverted from 
almost any other task. Continued bad weather in 
the winter of 1943 brought a lull in the campaign 
which we had commenced in the summer and fall. 
The Luftwaffe grew alarmingly. 

Five DecisitJe Days 

On Sunday, 20 February, in. the first good weather 
in weeks, we struck. 

Nearly a thousand AAF bombers escorted b y 
fighters attacked fighter-plane factories at Bruns
wick, Oschersleben, Bernberg, and Leipzig in our 
heaviest assault of the war up to that time. A large 
part of the force was directed at the Messerschmitt 
109 assembly factory and aircraft component plants 
at Leipzig. Defenses there had been alerted by an 
RAF area attack the night b efore, and the Nazis 
rose in force. One gunner reported, "The Luft
waffe had all their planes up but their trainers." 
Another said, "We caught flak, rockets, and trailing 
attacks. Twenty-millimeter shells came zinging 
past with our names and rank on them, everything 
but our serial numbers." Enemy fighters attacked 
some bomber formations for 3 hours, making head
on attacks in groups of 10 or more. 

Bombing results were good. 
Production was stopped at the Leipzig and Bern

berg factories, which together had been making 30 
percent of all single- and twin-engined fighters. 
Output at Brunswick fighter assembly plants had 
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been interrupted by previous attacks, and Sunday's 
bombardment put them out of business 4 more 
months. 

The RAF bombed that night. 
On Monday Lt. ~en. Doolittle's Eighth Air Force 

heavies w~re over in force again, Tuesday they 
were joined by bombers of the Fifteenth Air Force, 
based in Italy, in the first coordinated attack of the 
U. S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe. On Thurs
day the Eighth and Fifteenth struck another co
ordinated blow at German aircraft production. On 
Friday, for the fifth time in the week, we struck at 
aircraft factorie~. More than 2,000 planes from 
the Eighth and Fifteenth Air Forces set out for 
Regensburg, Augsburg, Furth, and Stuttgart. The 
operation set a new record for size; it climaxed 5 
days of assault against one of Germany's most vital 
and well-protected industries; yet, significantly, offi
cial reports said, "Enemy fighter resistance was on 
a reduced scale." 

Those 5 days changed the history of the air war. 
From this time on, the Luftwaffe, converted to a 

defensive air force, was no longer an ~ffective de
fensive air force. It was still potent, but it could 
no longer challenge our aircraft anywhere and 
everywhere we flew over German-held territory. 
From that day the Luftwaffe rose to battle only 
when it believed it had local superiority or when 
high-priority targets were under attack. 

Instead of fighter-plane production being quad
rupled as planned, the German output for March 
1944 was less than in August 1942, and the April 
figure was lower than March. B y frantic dispersal 
of plants and desperate repairs, the Luftwaffe main
tained considerable capacity, but it never recovered 
from those 5 days in February. ' 

We paid a price for the air. We lost 244 heavy 
bombers and 33 fighter planes during 5 days. The 
Germans lost 692 aircraft in the air, many more on 
the ground. Beyond that, they lost to a great 
extent the capacity to replace their losses. 

The 5 days were crucial. But it did not end 
there. 

In March, the AAF, with fighter escort all the 
way in daylight, and the RAF h eavies at night, 
began attacking targets in Berlin. Berlin was an 
important producer of hall bearings, whose fac
tories had been selected as a profitable target be
cause they offered the best means of cutting across 
Axis militar y production as a whole. The big 
hearings plant in the suburb of Erkner was hit 



hard. Berlin was also the largest producer in the 
Reich of electrical engineering equipment, cables, 
aircraft instruments, parachutes, small arms, tor
pedoes, mines, and radios. Most of Hitler's tanks 
rolled from its great factories, and one-third of his 
locomotives. Berlin was the center of the railroad 
system and the great canal network, the focal point 
of European air traffic. It was the commercial, 
financial, political, and military capital of the 
Reich, so the AAF dropped 13,500 ton~ of bombs 
on Berlin military targets from March through Sep
tember. The RAF hit Berlin hard at night. 

The Eighth Air Force hit other important hear
ing facilities. Production was cut in half, and held 
at that le_vel. Intelligence confirms the fact that 
hearing shortages are reducing the output of tanks, 
trucks, and other military equipment. 

Through March and April we continued ham
mering the Luftwaffe. 

In April our strategic air forces in Europe- the 
Eighth and Fifteenth---:-destroyed 1,300 enemy air
craft in aerial battles. Splendid names emerged 
among fighter pilots- Howard, Gentile, Johnson, 
O'Connor, Mahurin, Beeson, Duncan, Gahreski, and 
many others. In March the Mustang group com
manded by Col. Donald .J. Blakeslee destroyed 156 
enemy aircraft and was approaching the record 
total scored by Col. Hubert Zemke's Thunderbolt 
group. The Luftwaffe pulled farther hack. 

The reluctance of the Luftwaffe to give battle 
except under favorable circumstances meant that 
our fighters often finished their leg of the bomber 
escort mission with surplus fuel. So they began 
attacking ground targets on the return trip. Their 
spirit was typified by Lt. H. Thomas Biel, a Mus
tang pilot, who r eturned to his base one afternoon 
after 4 hours of combat. He had destroyed one air
plane and damaged two more, hut on the return 
trip had spotted a small airdrome with a dozen 
planes. He hadn't had gasoline or ammunition to 
attack. On landing at his base he approached an
other pilot. "I spotted an airdrome," he confided, 
"Nobody else knows where it is. Let 's gas up and 
give it a bounce. It won't he dark until 8 o'clock." 

These ranging exp editions developed into organ
ized fighter attacks. Our planes, equipped with 
external long-range gas tanks, flew over enemy ter
ritory, back and forth for hundreds of miles at tree
top level, searching out and strafing the hidden 
airfields to which the Luftwaffe had dispersed, 
and hitting other targets such as locomotives, gun 
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emplacements, barracks, trucks, and river boats. 
The negative effect on German morale was also 
considerable. 

The fighters also developed special bombing 
techniques. Only a fighter can swoop low and 
drop a bomb within the entrance of a railroad tun
nel to collapse a mountain upon a railroad line, or 
glide in diagonally to skip a bomb into the piers of 
a great bridge or against the gates of a canal lock. 
P-38 Lightning fighter groups also developed a 
technique of precision high-altitude bombing, with 
their speed making enemy interception extremely 
difficult. 

The Luftwaffe could not prevent us from attack
ing any portion of the Reich. We were ready to 
begin a major offensive against the heart of Ger
many's entire military machine. Our targets were 
the oil refineries and synthetic plants which 
pumped the lifeblood of a mechanized army. 

On 12 May, AAF heavy bombers escorted by 
fighters attacked synthetic oil-production facilities 
at Brux, Mersehurg, Bohlan, Zeitz, and Lutzken
dorf. On 28 May, and again the following <lay, a 
combined total of 1,756 h eavy bombers struck oil 
targets. Meanwhile, from Italy the Fifteenth Air 
Force had begun attacking the major r efineries of 
the Ploesti area. 

There were many other things to do at the same 
time. They all led directly to D-Day- 6 June 1944. 

D-Day and the Luftwaffe 

D-Day should have b een a field day for a strong 
Luftwaffe. Thousands of ships and boats and land
ing craft crowded the Channel. A dominant Ger
man air fleet could have created incalculable havoc. 
The Germans were aware of their opportunity. 
Their success in the initial phases of the war was 
largely conditioned on the employm ent of air 
power. While the Luftwaffe was now depleted, it 
had, for months, husbanded its strength in the hope 
of giving violent opposition to our air attacks on 
vital targets. 

On D-Day the Allied Forces, sea, ground, serv
ice- all struck at the most vital target of all, the 
overland route to Berlin. Yet the Luftwaffe failed 
to appear. 

The AAF and the RAF had made it impossible. 
In May the Eighth Air Force had dispatched 

h eavy formations of bombers and fighters 25 days 
of the month and the Fifteenth Air Force 21 days. 



Much of this was directly in preparation for D-Day. 
The Ninth Air Force, at this writing under Maj. 
Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg, had been organized for 
tactical air offensive, and had grown rapidly from 
a small nucleus in January to the largest single force 
of medium and fighter-bombers in the world. 
From 1 May to 6 June it flew more than 35,000 tacti
cal sorties, over a thousand a day, in preparation 
for our landings. Its targets were enemy airfields, 
railroad yards, transport, coastal gun positions, 
communications, and bridges, stretching from the 
Netherlands to the Pyrenees. 

Just before Allied troops stormed the Normandy 
beaches, American heavy bombers and large forma
tions of RAF heavies joined with Allied naval 
forces to smash at beach defenses. While the 
heavies were battering the cloud-covered beach
heads, using Pathfinder techniques developed in 
strategic bombing, m edium bombers, and fighters 
flew inland to strike at communication centers, air
fields, troop concentrations, railways, and truck 
convoys, disrupting enemy efforts to bring up rein
forcements, hitting military targets for 100 miles 
inland. Most of our pilots s-aw no enemy planes. 

On the personal side, D-Day m eant the relief of a 
tightening suspense to everyone in the Air Forces. 
While military preparations were carried on in the 
strictest secrecy, during the early spring months our 
personnel in England were able to see signs. The 
heavy bombers struck at targets that were not 
strictly strategic. Fighters ranged over the "inva
sion coast" day after day, bombing and strafing. 
Photo reconnaissance pilots took pictures, mile by 
mile, for a great map. 

Passes became tight. There were gas and coun
ter-invasion drills. And then came two orders. 
One was that nobody could leave the bases. Pilots 
forced down at strange bases had to stay and could 
not telephone their whereabouts. Officials arriv
ing at bases on business could not leave. The other 
order was for crew chiefs to paint broad black-and
white stripes on wings and fuselages of all planes, 
and then cover them up. A few English farmers, 
watching the painting beyond fences, were invited 
in and, to their amazement, held. 

P- 38 Lightnings, their twin tails making a sil
houette unmistakable to the most n ervous anti
aircraft gunner, i-lew cover for the tremendous · ar
mada moving out from the English coast under 
clouds and darkness. Every pilot wanted to go. 
Rank, a thing r arely exercised arbitrarily, was 
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pulled right and left. At one base there was not a 
second lieutenant or flight officer among the pilots 
who flew this first mission of the big event. 

Unnoticed in the vast operation were three small 
motor launches which slipped quietly through the 
Channel waters and took up positions in a line. 
They were equipped with lights and radio beacons 
to guide the airborne troops. With nightfall, Ninth 
Troop Carrier Command dispatched an airborne 
army in C-47's and gliders. The airborne troops 
operated behind enemy lines, disrupting communi
cations, seizing crossroads, and cutting rail lines. 

Troop Carrier Command personnel joined with 
the airborne troops in these operations. 

Flight Officer R. B. Fowler crash-landed his 
glider in a Normandy field under fire and was taken 
as a prisoner to regimental headquarters for ques
tioning. The enemy headquarters was attacked by 
our fighters. In the excitement Fowler obtained 
and threw a grenade, escaped after the explosion, 
stole a German motorcycle and returned to the 
American lines. Another glider pilot, Capt. Wil
liam J. Adams, talked 156 Germans into surrender
ing after they had taken him prisoner. There are 
many such incidents. 

In the initial phase of the Normandy operation, 
Ninth Troop Carrier Command dispatched 1,662 
aircraft and 512 gliders; 17,262 troops were landed 
behind enemy lines, llO jeeps, 504 artillery 
weapons, and over 2 million pounds of combat 
equipment and supplies. Only 41 motored aircraft 
were lost. 

The Luftwaffe was conspicuous by its absence. 
The imponderable had become ponderable. Free 
of the threat of opposing air power, the bridgehead 
was established by the skill, organization, and ag
gressiveness of the Allied Armies and Navies. 
Clearly, the enemy's ability to wage war had not 
been sufficient to apply the air and other power 
necessary to repel our landings. Nobody doubted 
now the meaning of the damage reports, photo
graphs, figures, and percentages of the great air 
attack on the Luftwaffe in the 5 great days of Feb
ruary and the days that followed. 

We were to learn later how the failure of the 
Luftwaffe to appear on D-Day hurt German morale. 
Said a captured Nazi: "The failure of the Luftwaffe 
and U-boats to take advantage of an ideal target 
was'· most discouraging and demoralizing to the 
officers and m en." This damage to morale was in
creased by official German communiques to the 



German Army and civil population stating that the 
GAF was opposing the invasion in great force. 

With the beachhead secured, the ground-air team 
went into action. To use gridiron terminology, 
heretofore air power had carried the ball. Now 
the roles were reversed . The Ground Forces car
ried the ball and the Air Forces became the down
field blockers to help the ball carrier score. One 
aspect of this was taking out the enemy's bridges. 

Isolating the Battle Area 

Two great rivers make a rough right angle en
closing Normandy and Brittany. One is the Seine 
running from Paris to Le Havre. The other is the 
Loire from Orleans to Nantes. Except for a short 
gap b etween P aris and Orleans to the south, all 
traffic into the triangle enclosed by these rivers must 
pass over the ·gr eat rail and highway bridges cross
ing the Seine or the Loire. In May, the Ninth Air 
Force, using newly developed techniques, b egan an 
assault with mediums and fighters that took down 
ever y major bridge over the Seine from Paris to 
Le H avre. This prevented the quick shuttle of 
troops from the Pas de Calais area to the north and 
east to Norman dy, or vice versa. It did not indi
cate our point of invasion, which still could have 
b een anywhere along the coast on either side of the 
Seine. 

On D-Day the AAF and RAF b egan sealing off 
the b attle area enclosed b y the two great river s and 
the short stretch between P aris and Orleans. The 
Eighth Air Force b egan bombing all bridges on the 
Loire from Blois to Nantes and the Ninth Air Force 
cut off the Paris-Orleans gap from Beaugency to 
Nantes. By this latter move Paris was excluded 
from the battle area and it was not n ecessary to 
bomb the city's bridges, even though P aris is the 
transport hub of France. 

German y h ad large troop concentrations in the 
Pas de Calais area and in the south of France. 
German plans for the defense of the Atlantic Wall 
were to shuttle overwh elming force immediately to 
the p oint of attack. Largely because of our air at
tack s on transport, German r einforcements · were 
moved neither immediately nor in overwhelming 
force. 

From prisoners of war and captured documents 
we know some of the Nazi problem s created by air 
operations and the expedients the Nazi was forced 
to adopt. The First SS Panzer Division made four 
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detours traveling from the Ghent area to Nor
mandy, and arrived at the battle front 10 days later. 
Because of detours and traffic congestion it did not 
arrive as a striking force and was compelled to dis
sipate its strength in holding actions and harassing 
attacks. A Panzer division took 5 days moving 
from central Galicia to eastern France, and a 
fortnight getting from there to the front. An in
fantry division detoured from Holland to the east 
through Alsace-Lorraine, hack west to Paris, and 
marched on foot the rest of the way. Some units 
of the 276th Infantry took 2 days reaching Le Mans 
in Brittany from south of Bordeaux, while others 
took 6 days. And from Le Mans they went by 
truck, bicycle, and afoot, som_e elements taking 10 
days to travel less than a hundred miles. 

One captured officer admitted the futility of try
ing to visit his German units, except at night. Dur
ing the day, if movement was attempted, h e h ad run 
the risk of b eing isolated and pinned down for 
hours while the fighters circled overhead. 

German forces received no adequate relief. 
Replacement units arrived and were thrown into 

battle piecem eal. Some units were rationed to one 
meal a day. German ammunition shipped from 
Strasbourg and Metz went to Paris by r ail, was 
loaded upon barges and towed east, away from the 
front, up the Seine to Elheuf and then transferred 
to motortrucks. Only 10 rounds p er day were 
allowed for t esting machine guns at the battle line, 
and all test practice shots with h eavier pieces were 
prohibited unless absolutely necessary. There was 
a shor t age of equipment n eeded to extinguish fires 
set by our shelling and bombing. This was to play 
a role in the St. Lo break-through. On the eve of 
the break-through, the Germans could hardly move 
2'5 miles in an y direction on an y railroad without 
meeting a block. 

This was interdiction. It is our belief th at n~ 
such degree of interdiction h as ever before b een 
seen in relation to a major battlefield. 

The AAF was ready for the big attack of 25 July 
at ,St. Lo. 

As a prelude fighter-bombers attacked all the 
. bridges crossing the Vire River south of St. Lo, 
isolating the area. At 1040 hours P --47 Thunder
bolts with bombs and incendiaries crossed east to 
west in seven waves, 2 or 3 minutes apart. Then 
for an hour more than 1,500 Fortresses and Libera
tors dropped 3,431 tons of explosives. P- 38 Light-

(Continued on p.14) 



PHASE ONE 

Interdiction by Air in the Battle of France 
The invasion of France posed to Allied planners 
th e problem of landing on a coast bristling with 
fortifications and strongly garrisoned with troops 
which could rapidly he concentrated at any point 
through u se of a dense rail system. Yet it was b e
lieved that an invasion c~uld he successful by isolat
ing the projected landing area through air attacks 
on the transportation facilities servicing that area. 
Phase One (D-minus-90 to D-Day ) . Air's first task 
was to prevent the movem ent of German troops 
from the Calais coast to Normandy as the invasion 
developed. The campaign began with bombard
ment of all important rail centers. Next, a line of 
interdiction was set up by cutting bridges across the 
Seine River, foJlowed b y another such line along 
the Albert Canal and Meuse River, the purpose b e
in g to create a zone of interdiction between the two 
lines, and, b y a con centration of air attacks within . 
the zone, to h eighten the impression that our l and
ing would h e made there. The st age was set . The 
hulk of the German force (shaded area around swas
tika) was bottled b etween two interdiction lines. 
Phase Two (D-Day to D-plus-55). Under h eavy 
air cover the b eachhead was established, but all 
available enem y forces forged a strong ring around 
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our p erimeter. The next joh was to break out. 
Accordingly, another interdiction line was estab
lish ed along the Loire, completely sealing off the 
battle area. German attempts at building up h er 
p erimeter forces by truck and foot ( dark arrows in 
second map ) were subjected to constant fighter and 
bomber attacks. As a r esult, Allied strength on 
the beachhead built up more rapidly. On the h eels 
of a heavy aerial barrage we broke through the 
western end of the p erimeter on 25 July. 
Phase Three (D-plus-55 on ). Once through the 
German ring, Allied armor poured into the area 
behind it, forming a pocket at Falaise which was 
largel y annihilated b y air and ground attacks. 
Brittan y was secured b y parachutists working with 
th e FFI. No enemy stand ,vas m ade at the Seine, 
the danger of a second pocket being a pparent. In
stead, the enemy r etreated across it in good order 
despite a jam on the banks of the river, whose 
bridges were still down. German attempts at rein
forcem ent from the South were effectively attacked 
from the air. Meanwhile, the tactical situation 
was exploited to the full b y the brilliant flankin g 
operations of the Ground Forces. They were aided 
b y air cover and supply (red arrows in third map ) . 
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PHASE TWO 

PHASE THREE 
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( Continued from p. 11) 
nings followed in eight waves lasting 20 minutes, 
laying more incendiaries. Then 400 medium 
bombers attacked the southern end of the area with 
500-pound bombs, concentrating on crossroads and 
the German concentration of tanks and troops in 
the village of St. Gilles. Incendiaries started 
flames that swept unchecked over German bivouac 
areas and dugouts. 

Our ground forces attacked. The infantry cut a 
hole 4 miles wide. Armored columns followed in 
perfect teamwork and with perfect timing and 
fanned out in the enemy's rear. Our fast-moving 
ground troops found many enemy groups dazed and 
demoralized. The 14th German Paratroop Regi
ment, which had been holding up American prog
ress south of St. Lo, was hard hit by our bombard
ment. The St. Lo break-through presented a tre
mendous opportunity for the defeat and destruction 
of the German forces. American ground com
manders had the foresight and audacity to expl~Iljt. 

:1~:;::"."\l ' 

As our ground troops went forward, fighters and 
fighter-bombers in closest communication and un
der' common direction ranged ahead of them de
stroying military targets. Pilots carried maps 
strapped to their legs and were notified by radio 
when our advance changed the bomb line. This 
was called armed reconnaissance. 

Fighters in direct communication with tanks by 
radio flew constant alert over our armored columns. 
Ground officers called on the fighters to bomb or 
strafe artillery or armor in their p ath. Pilots 
warned tank commanders of traps at crossroads or 
woods. German armored units, without aerial 
eyes, fought at a disadvantage. To escape air 
attack German tanks often hid during the day 
under the trees of creek bottoms. Artillery was 
hidden in hay wagons. 'German camouflage was ex
pert, but after rep eated missions fighter pilots could 
often detect contours or shadows that r evealed the 
enemy. Also, they di.scovered and exploited the 
fact that some of the heaviest enemy t anks were 
vulnerable to attack from the rear- the machine
gun bullets entering the air vents or exhaust pipes. 
German monitors picked up t ank-to-plan e signs and 
tried desp erately to direct our aircraft away from 
the t argets, without success. 

When our pile-driving ground troops took 
Avranches and Granville on 31 July, the Germans 
thought they saw their chance and attacked our 
flank at T essy with three P anzer divisions. 

This might have been the correct move, tacti
cally, but the Germans had not been able to hus
band their strength for this blow or move in forces 
from outside our bridge blockade. Of these three 
Panzer divisions, only one, the 116th, came from 
outside the interdicted area. The other two, the 
2d and 21st, had to be pulled from the British sec
tor at Caen. Peter was robbed to pay Paul. 

In the routing of this counter-attack many Nazi 
tanks were knocked out by the Ninth Air Force 
and the RAF. Our ground forces swung around 

. to squeeze the pincers at Falaise. The U. S. Third 
Army overra11,Brittany i~ 5 days and then swung 
eastward in a wide encircling movement around 
the Vire-Mortain sector. 

; 

On 13 August the Germans made the first large-
scale attempt to pull out from between the jaws of 
the pincers made by the Third Army's northward 
drive from Alencon to Argentan and the British 
Second Army's drive south toward Falaise. In the 
morning Thunderbolts found a thousand vehicles 

':': · milling about in a pocket west of Argentan. They 
hit the vehicles with bombs, rockets, and bullets. 
Every day the German forces within the pock et 
were bombed and strafed b y our fighters. 
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The German troops called our fighter-bomber 
the "Jagdebomber," or "Jabo." They lived inter
ror of it. On 31 July, Field Marshal von Kluge, 
German commander in chief in the West, had tele
phoned three W ehrmacht generals on the invasion 
front : "Our 957th Infantry Regiment has appar
ently not moved owing to hitherto unprecedented 
fighter-bomber activity. . . . The troops h ave suf
fered high losses in men and equipment by strong 
air activity, and morale has greatly suffered .... 
Yesterday's heavy fighting was successful for the 

!/4.I 
enemy only because h e paralyzed all our move-
m ents by employing fighter-bombers on an un
preceder{ted scale. . . . Every movem ent of the 
enem y is prepared and protected by its Air Force. 
our losses are extraordinary." 

The Germans tried to escape., on the afternoon of 
17 August under cover of h eavy low clouds. P--47 
Thunderbolts caught German t anks and trucks in 
column moving three abreast , bumper to bumper, 
on three highways of Argentan. The planes 
bombed the leaders of the columns, blocking the 
roads, and then roamed over them strafing and 
bombing. German soldiers fled for h edges and 
ditch es, horses stampeded, overturning their 

(Continued on p. 28 ) 



Pictorial Survey of Air Operations in Europe 
The picture pages that follow and those later in 
the Mediterranean section show some of the im
portant aspects of strategic and tactical air opera
tions in Europe. Damage photographs are included 
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to show the effectiveness of air attack against vari
ous types of enemy targets. In the above photo
graph, 15th Air Force B- 17's are attacking the oft
bombed oil facilities at Regensburg, in Germany. 



On a long m1ss10n to Marienburg in East Prussia, 
the Eighth Air Force achieved a tight concentration 

The Marienburg assembly plant is shown h ere after 
the bombing seen in the top picture. Many vital 
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of bomb hits on this important assembly plant for 
the Focke-Wulf 190 single-engine fighter airplanes. 

installations were d estroyed. Attacks such as this 
put German aircraft production b ehind schedule. 



The aircraft, tank, and locomotive factory at Gotha, 
Germany, is shown prior to an attack by the Eighth 

This is how the Gotha factory appeared after Eighth 
Air Force attacks on 24 February. The plant 
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Air Force during the intensive 5-day campaign 
against German aircraft industry in February 1944. 

was almost completely destroyed. Months passed 
before Nazi engineers had it in partial operation. 



The Hispano Suiza aero-engine plant in Paris, twice 
s truck by the Eighth Air Force in 1943, looked like 

After one attack by 8th Air Force B- 17's in May 
1944, the Matford aero-engine works at Strasbourg, 
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this when the city was reached in 1944. After 
our bombings the plant ran on a very limited scale. 

producer of German Ju- 88 bomber engines, did not 
function thereafter. Photo reveals the damage. 



The R~nault plant in Paris, producer of light tanks, 
marine and aircraft engines, trucks and automotive · 

Here is another view of the bomb damage at the 
Renault plant. Despite an energetic reconstruction 
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equipment, was a target of both the Eighth Air 
Force and RAF. Above is one view of the damage. 

program, the Germans were unable to get the fac
tory back to more than a fraction of its production. 



The close cooperation that exists between Ground 
and Air Forces is indicated by this photograph of a 

A pattern of ground-air cooperation is etched by 
AAF and German planes near Geilenkirchen in 
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Ninth Air Force P - 47 flying low over advancing 
tank columns during the sweep across France. 

mid-December during an unsuccessful German Air 
Force attempt to assist German "Bulge" offensive. 



The five sequences above are from gun cameras 
mounted on Eighth and Ninth Air Force fighters. 
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Thousands of such attacks have been a large factor 
in smashing the Luftwaffe and isolating battle areas. 



The Orival bridge across the Seine was one of all 
the Seine rail bridges between Paris and the sea 
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knocked out by the AAF and RAF during the inter
diction campaign in the invasion of Normandy. 



After it was temporarily lost to the Germans in the 
"Battle of the Bulge," St. Vith was struck h eavily 

Enemy vehicles, attempting to leave road, were de
stroyed b y aircraft. A scen e in the Falaise " pocket." 
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by the 9th Air Force, with the destruction shown. 
It is a good example of the AAF's tactical bombing. 

Ground forces broke through, encircled, trapped 
the Germans, who were cut to pieces from the air. 



Low-level strafing and dive bombing attacks have 
wrecked a large number of German-held rail lines. 

The GAF struck back at Soissons, obliterating one 
of our ammunition trains during a night bombing 
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Shown here are the remains of an enemy ammuni
tion train after a P-47 attack at Compiegne, France. 

attack. This might have happened often if the 
Allies had not achieved air superiority in Europe. 



..... 
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In March 1944 the 8th Air Force bombed Berlin 
targets five times. Flak was intense on each mission. 

This B-17 of the 15th Air Force was hit amidships 
b y German flak over Hungary. Despite loss of its 
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During the last of these attacks this plane was set 
afire, but it was not diverted from its bomb run. 

rudder and elevator controls, it was flown 520 miles 
home to its base in Southern Italy by its air crew. 



This picture shows that not all of the "icing" trou
bles in the European theater are experienced by 
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flying crews. Here two ground crewmen are seen 
at work getting a P- 51 into perfect flying condition. 



Flame-smothering foam is used to save an 8th Air 
Force B- 17 which returned from a mission on fire. 

At an operations headquarters in England, Air 
W ACs are seen plotting the movement of aircraft to 
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Ground crewmen at an 8th Air Force station ease a 
B-17 propeller on its shaft with the use of a hoist. 

the Continent. At home and overseas, W ACs per
form diverse and valuable services for the AAF. 
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The largest airborne operation to date took place in 
Holland in September 1944. In 5 days, despite h ad 

(Continued from p . 14 ) 
wagons. AAF fi ghter s k ept up the attack all day 
despite intense flak and foul weather. The smoke 
was so thick along some roads that pilots could not 
tally the destruction exactly, but they estimated 
1,000 vehicles destroyed. Next day in the Royal 
Air F orce area, Spitfires, Mustangs, and Typhoons 
destroyed another thousand. 

After 18 Augu st the German Seventh Army gave 
u p resistance and endeavored to retreat. E nem y 
delaying actions b ecame the exception. An AAF 
fighter pilot said, " The Germans are going so fast 
that they jam their vehicles with the wreck age of 
German convoys while other convoys r ace past 
them. Elem ents would k eep right on going while 
we bombed and strafed them." 

Lar ge fighter forces were assigned to stop esca pe 
over the Seine. After the liberation of Paris, the 
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weather, 27,419 Allied t roops and 4,086,235 pounds 
of equipment were delivered where r equired. 

Germans b egan to cross the Seine by p~ntoon, 
barge, ferry, and b y swimming. The difficulties of 
crossing created p ockets of motortrucks and troops 
along the river from Paris to Rouen. They wer e 
attacked . Thousands of German troops were cor
n ered in the big loop of the river . Our aircraft 
bombed and strafed streets runni~ along the em
bankments and the roads approaching ferry slips. 
Great numbers of vehicles were destroyed, thou
sands of t roops with no way to escap e were cap
tured. German units which escaped across the 
Seine had so disintegr ated that unit command was 
no longer possible. 

An important factor in the success of this cam
p aign was the destruction of the bridges which 
sealed off the great b attle area from outside rein
forcement, localized pockets within the area, and 



Supplies were dropped to the airborne army by 8th 
Air Force B- 24's in a hazardous low-level mission 

in substantial measure helped to destroy the -Ger
man armies pieceme·al. 

How were our aircraft kept operational? 
To the Ninth Engineer Command, commanded 

by Brig. Gen. James Newman, Jr., fell the task of 
keeping our airplanes moving. On D-Day an avia
tion engineer battalion landed on the beachhead 
under heavy mortar fire with trucks, bulldozers, 
tools, and surfacing materials to prepare a landing 
strip. It also carried weapons. The road leading 
to the selected site was in enemy hands. The engi
neers fought their way to the site, captured it, went 
to work, and 72 hours later our planes were using it. 

With square steel mesh and asphalt-impregnated 
surfacing, they made landing strips, carving them 
from hedgerow country, orchards, and rough ter
ram. An emergency strip sometimes would be 
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which placed some 782 tons of equipment where 
it was most needed. Sixteen aircraft were lost. 

ready for operations in 6 hours, and in 3 to 8 days 
a full-fledged airdrome. 

The steel landing mat which can be laid in a rush 
has been one of the remarkable developments of 
the war-with forward airfields we have secured 
great tactical advantages. The steel mat has been 
improved, a lighter aluminum mat is also being 
used, and a still faste;r method of building tempo
rary airfields has been found in the use of asphalt
impregnated mats. The asphalt-impregnated mat 
is light in weight, and, while not as durable as steel 
or aluminum planking, it will stand up for 60 days 
of operations or longer- and that is usually enough 
to accomplish the mission in the area and move 
forward. 

The air engineer went forward with the St. Lo 
break-through, sandwiching heavy construction 



equipment between tanks, artillery, and supply 
trucks, to repair captured enemy airfields on the 
heels of our advance. A concentration of 3d 
Armored Division tanks was moved from one field 
to make room for the P-47 Thunderbolts; it was 
under heavy fire for 30 days, but was in operation. 
The engineers worked in two shifts from dawn until 
dark, sleeping in slit trenches and eating field ra
tions. When one field was finished they traveled 
all night and began work on another next morning. 
Despite the amazing speed of the advance of our 
ground troops, airstrips were always within 100 
miles of the front lines. Thex were often within 
5 miles of a fluid front. Engineers were actually 
ahead of, the infantry and working under sniper 
fire to put one of the Paris airfields into operation. 
The engineer battalion which went ashore the 
morning of D-Day was at the Maginot Line on 
D-plus-120, having built seven airfields en route. 
Between D-Day and 27 September, the Ninth Engi
neer Command built 98 airfields in western France, 
enough to make it possible to move all operational 
units of the Ninth Air Force from England to the 
continent. 

Surrender to the Air 

During August, when the Third Army made its 
remarkable drive through France, Lt. Gen. · Patton 
purposely left an exposed flank as he swept along 
the north bank of the Loire. When this drive 
began, General Patton told Brig. Gen. Weyland, 
commanding the Nineteenth Tactical Command, 
"I am going to depend on you to protect my right 
flank with your airplanes." General Weyland did 
just that. Some 30,000 Germans south of the Loire 
who might have driven into the Third Army's rear 
were frustrated by our fighters and light bombers, 
prevented from attacking Patton, and hit hard 
every time they tried to organize for battle. 

For 3 weeks the German commander below the 
Loire tried to move his divisions by night to attack, 
but he could not, and it became obvious that to save 
his own organization he must retreat. In despera
tion he began moving by day, and the incessant air 
attacks broke up his forces. Although at no time 
had he been engaged by any sizeable element of our 
ground forces, his position became hopeless and 
he surrendered, in fact, to an air force. In giving 
up his sword to a Ninth Army Corps commander, 
who had come from Brest for the task, the German 
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general asked, to maintain German honor, that 
General Weyland's aircraft which had conquered 
his units should fly over his men before they laid 
down their arms. 

After our armies had raced past Paris and the 
Seine, the German forces were still numerically 
formidable, but they were disorganized. The ~peed 
of our bold armored columns created a constant 
pressure that kept them off balance. 

Curiously, the effectiveness of the air's part in 
facilitating the advance worked to our disadvan
tage, too. The bridges were destroyed, railroads 
battered. Chokepoints of highways were torn up 
by our bombs. Supply and transport were just as 
important to us as to the Germans. The American 
armies were forced to make use of what had been 
destroyed. They had one usable port at the ex
treme end of the great stretch of transport destruc
tion. A tremendous campaign of rapid movement 
had to be sustained. 

Enemy fuel was not being captured in appre
ciable quantity. The campaign against enemy fuel 
dumps had forced Nazi units to abandon motor 
vehicles and retreat by horse cart, bicycle, and 
afoot, even along their own supply lines. Mr. 
Robert A. Lovett, who was in France at the time, 
observed that Nazi ground units were plundering 
stocks of the Luftwaffe's gasoline. To meet the 
fuel needs of our troops, tru~k convoys poured 
down the Red Ball highways night and day from 
Cherbourg, where a fleet of ships had been sunk off 
the beaches as a breakwater. It was not enough. 
American tanks were consuming thousands of gal
lons of gasoline every hour. With every mile of 
our advance, supply became m_ore critical. 

C-47 transports and troop carriers took off from 
England, filled with 5-gallon gasoline cans. Heavy 
bombers were pressed into transport service. Ordi
nary values in air transport were turned upside 
down. Gasoline was first priority. Ammunition 
came second. Food was third. After that . came 
an amazing list of cargo, including whole blood, 
telegraph poles, belly tanks, helmet liners, fire 
trucks, shoe-stitching machines, rockets, watches, 
and ~ail to the men at the front. 

On the return trip the planes brought back the 
wounded. 

Ninth Troop Carrier Command alone evacuated 
11,937 patients from the Normandy area before the 
St. Lo break-through, and Air Service Command 
of the U. S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe evacu-



ated 26,347 men to the United Kingdom from 11 
June to 30 September, flying them from field sta
tions close to the battle area to well-equipped hos
pitals. Evac.;.ation was carried on close to the 
front, and a lighter plane, the UC-64 Norsem~n, 
was flown to advanced temporary strips unusable by 
the C-47's. The Norseman can evacuate eight am
bulatory or three litter patients, and a medical 
technician qualified to give first aid and administer 
blood plasma en route. The C-47's have a flight 
nurse in addition to the technician and, in excep
tional cases, a flight surgeon to care for an average 
of 24 litter or ambulatory patients. 

From Great Britain, Air Transport Command 
evacuated ' patients with serious or permanent in
juries and those requiring long convalescence to 
hospitals near their homes in the United States. 

Maqui Activity 

Aerial aid to the French Maquis was another im
portant element in the battle of France. The 
Maquis sabotaged German communications and 
transport. They played an important role in add- ' 
ing to the confusion and disorganization of the 
German forces, in the taking of prisoners, and in 
actual fighting. Eighth Air Force heavy bombers 
flew four major missions-and scores of smaller 
ones-to Maqui territory, their bomb hays filled 
with food and equipment and guns and ammuni
tion. On Bastille Day we sent over our heaviest 
mission, to drop supplies to the Maquis. 

One of the strangest stories of air activity has to 
d_o with a transport service between England and 
France which operated regularly during German 
occupation. Certain things could only he accom
plished by direct contact. Some items could not he 
dropped by parachute. Arrangements were made, 
and the job was entrusted to Eighth Composite 
Command. A C-47 landed on a half-harvested 
wheatfield in France with the aid of Maquis on the 
ground. The plane was taxiied to a grove of trees 
and uprooted saplings were immediately planted 
all about it to conceal it from the air. Thereafter, 
this transport service operated for many months on 
regular schedule, round-trip from England with 
stop-over in France, until the area was liberated. 

D-Day presented one yardstick to measure the 
results of strategic air assault. The liberation of 
Paris provided another. Ever since our 12-plane 
attack on Rouen in August 1942, bombing results 
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had been given in photographs and estimates. Just 
what, actually, had been the effect of 2 years of 
strategic bombing? 

The liberation of the Paris area presented the 
first opportunity to study the results of strategic 
air assault at first-hand on an important industrial 
area. It revealed the German reaction. 

The Renault automobile plant had been a target 
since the RAF bombed it on 3 March 1942. Before 
the war Renault had produced 200 passenger cars 
and 120 trucks a day, and employed 42,000 work
men. Upon occupation the Germans took over the 
great factory, converted to war production of light 
tanks, marine and aircraft engines, trucks and 
automotive components. 

The main Renault plant was bombed three times, 
once at night by the RAF and twice in daylight by 
the Eighth Air Force. Attacks on communications 
affected the flow of parts from other plants. From 
the time the Germans came in until Paris was freed, 
aerial bombardment and the resultant slowdown 
of French workers held production to one-quarter 
of what it might have been. 

A visit to the plant disclosed the effects of stra
tegic bombing. 

Ground inspection showed that previous esti
mates of damage done, based on aerial photos, had 

.been accurate. Roof areas had been blown off, 
leaving Renault equipment exposed to the elements 
under masses of twisted beams and metal. Be
cause many of the bombs dropped by the AAF had 
delayed fuses, they came down inside before ex
ploding and dislodging building foundations, the 
bases for the light and heavy machines, and the 
machines themselves. Powe.r lines, water systems, 
pipes, power drives were destroyed. Those ma
chines which were damaged hut not destroyed had 
to he painstakingly tested before they could he re
built. After the AAF and RAF bombings, the 
Germans put huge salvage crews to work in the 
sheet-metal and radiator shops, the casting foundry, 
forges, airplane engine and assembly shops, chemi
cal products section, and other units. 

But despite the vast effort arid the German engi
neering skill brought to bear, Renault was never 
thereafter able to employ more than 12,000 work
men, one-third of its normal complement. During 
periods of reconstruction, these skilled machine 
workers were engaged in the unfamiliar tasks of 
building and repair. Damage to Renault had other 
repercussions. Each of the first two attacks blew 



out 30 acres of windows. The output of a glass 
factory was requisitioned for replacement. Steel 
was needed, also brick, cement, copper wire, and 
electrical appliances. Precision parts were needed 
for damaged machines. When the Germans could 
not replace destroyed machinery, one lathe or gear 
cutter or drill press was required to do the work of 
two, creating a bottleneck. 

And the bombing caused Germany to reap a sec
ondary effect, the penalties of slave labor. Short
ages and poor workmanship and sabotage could be 
conveniently explained as the result of bomb dam
age. It was a blanket excuse for an organized 
slowdown by the French workmen, who hid away 
the stock of one critical part for a tank or engine, 
who traded good parts for damaged parts, or who . 
always lacked something to complete any job. 

Similar co_nditions obtained at the two C. A. M. 
b all-bearing plants at lvry-sur-Seine and Bois 
Colombes. 

After our first bombing on 15 September 1943, 
which destroyed vital · manufacturing equipment, 
all the bearings made at Bois Colombes had to be 
sent io lvry-sur-Seine for hardening. The plants 
had been making 25,000 bearings a day. These 
were so urgently needed that the Nazis were ship
ping each day's output as fast as it came from the 
factories, and were salvaging used bearings from 
wrecked planes and trucks. The first bombing 
stopped production for 6 weeks; it was resumed 
under difficulties and had only climbed to half the 
original output by the end of the year when, on 31' 
December, Eighth Air Force heavies struck again. 
After this attack the Germans resorte.d to the des
perate expedient of dismantling the machinery and 
installing it in caves near Taverny. The damp 
mushroom-growing caves had to be equipped with 
light and heat and power and air-conditioning ap
paratus. A railroad had to be built. There were 
problems of housing and sanitation for workers. 

Dispersal of industry, planned as a defense 
against strategic bombing, ran into the complica
tion of our attack on transport. After bombing of 
the Hispano-Suiza plant at Bois Colombes h ad 
ruined the foundry, all castings had to b e shipped 
from a foundry in the Pyrenees, subject to all the 
vicissitudes affecting the transport system. When 
the Germans fled they left behind rows of aircraft 
engines in the Bois Colombes f actory--engines 
boxed and ready for shipment, but with no trans
port to get them to the hard-pressed Luftwaffe. 
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The enemy's dispersal of production has not solved 
the problems thrust upon him by our strategic 
bombing. Nor has antiaircraft, although it has 
increased 1n effectiveness. As they have withdrawn 
from conquered countries, the Germans have 
brought their antiaircraft guns with them, and 
added them to others around their vital targets, but 
they have not stopped our bombers. 

The V-1 robot bomb storage depot near Isle
Adam was made as bombproof as surface installa
tions could be constructed. Buildings were low, 
with thick brick walls and reinforced concrete 
roofs. Sloping earth embankments held by wicker
work were built around each structure up to the 
flat concrete roofs. Buildings were spaced from 
100 to 200 yards apart, dispersed over an area of 3 
square kilometers, with a little railroad connecting 
them. The whole thing was camouflaged. 

AAF and RAF heavies began hammering it. 
After the Eighth Air Force assault of 5 August it 
was put out of commission. Hardly a square yard 
of earth in the whole area was undisturbed. The 
incessant Allied bombing of V-1 launching sites, 
depots, and supply routes during the year did not 
prevent the flying bomb attack on England, hut 
undoubtedly reduced its weight to an estimated 2'5 
percent of what it would have been otherwise. One 
indirect result of " the battle of the bridges" was to 
isolate the large V-1 storage depots in the Paris 
area from the Pas de Calais b y destruction of the 
Oise bridges. 

After the spring air victories over the aircraft 
factories, the U. S. Strategic Air Forces in Europe 
had a special target-oil. Hitler was prepared tq 
defend every refinery and synthetic plant with all 
the defensive devices at his command. · He was pre
pared to divert labor and material from any other 
source to the quick repair of oil plants. 

For some months previously neither American 
nor British bombers h ad made an all-out effort 
against oil. We lacked the capacity to sustain the 
assault. But in April, the Fifteenth Air Force 
attacked the Ploesti refineries in Rumania in con
siderable force. On 12 May the Eighth Air Force 
made its first large-scale bombardment of synthetic 
production in Germany. From May through Sep
tember the Eighth Air Force made 6 major attacks 
on 32 plants and refineries. The Fifteenth Air 
Force bombed 41 oil plants and r efineries. RAF 
Bomber Command made night and day attacks on 
oil. What was accomplished? 

(Continued on p. 36) 



How Air Power Functioned in the Battle of the Bulge 
This map shows how the Allied Air Forces helped 
to crush the German mid-winter offensive into Bel
gium by cutting the enemy's main rail lines. The 
red hands indicate lines of interdiction across these 
supply routes, and the bomb bursts show where our 
bombs fell on key rail centers. These were fre
quently attacked prior to the German break
through, but the enemy was able to deliver supplies 
at railheads 10 miles from the front, due largely to 
winter weather which reduced the effectiveness of 
air operations. When the enemy offensive began 
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on 16 December, bad weather continued for a time 
to hamper our bombers, hut when the weather 
cleared they were able to snarl the German time
table. Of equal or even greater importance were 
the fighter attacks, too numerous to be shown in 
detail on the map. Primary targets were communi
cation centers, bridges, trains, moving vehicles, and 
troop concentrations. The 9th Air Force alone 
destroyed or damaged a total of 8,421 pieces of 
heavy equipment in 4 days, from 21 to 24 J anu
ary, mostly by fighters pressing home their attacks. 



THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS ON A TYPICAL BOMBER MISSION 
Heavy bomber force (large gray band) assembles over bases in England. It is 
met at a preselected rendezvous point by the first of a series of fighter esco.rt 
forces ( weaving lines) which accompanies bombers until it has to turn for 
home. Fighters carry less gas than bombers, and while with them must weave 
hack and forth in order not to get too far ahead, as they cannot fly as slowly. 
Also a high rate of fighter speed is desirable in case enemy fighters attack. This 
explains why one escort force cannot go all the way with the bombers. Enemy 
flak and fighter opposition (shown in red) may be encountered all along the 
route, is thickest over the target. After bomb release, the bomber force turns 
for home. Returning fighters strafe ground targets. Meanwhile, · medium
bomber strike (sniall gray band at left) draws off some of the enemy fighters. 
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(Continued from p. 32) 
We know from first-hand observation and Ru

manian records that when Soviet forces occupied 
Ploesti in August, the Nazis had been denied the 
bulk of refined petroleum products from the area. 

We _know that because of the Eighth Air Force's 
six great operations from 12 May to 12 September, 
the bombing and loss of Ploesti, and RA.F attacks 
on oil plants in Germany, the production of Ger
man oil was reduced 7'5 percent for September. 

We know that streetcars are hauling coal and 
bricks through German cities because of lack of 
fuel for other transport . . Military vehicles are 
being fitted to · run on producer gas. Luftwaffe 
fighter pilot training has been curtailed to conserve 
oil. Men of German aircraft servicing crews have 
been court-martialed for spilling a liter of gasoline. 
Railroads have been utilized to an amazing extent 
for short-haul freight. In Hamburg there is no 
gasoline at all for civilian vehicles. The Germans, 
certain their oil plants will be bombed, haul brick, 
steel, gravel, and glass around the plants and install 
organized repair crews in barracks nearby, so not an 
hour shall pass after the last bomb has fallen until 
workmen are swarming over the wreckage getting 
it under repair. 

We know that lack of oil played an important 
role in the battle of France. Tanks were aban
doned for lack of gasoline. Troops moved in horse
drawn carts and by foot because their trucks had 
no fuel. How much of this shortage was occasioned 
by strategic curtailment and how much was caused 
by t actical destruction of oil dumps and transport 
and bridges is impossible to estimate. 

Again, as we continue the attack on oil by strate
gic bombing, we are without an accurate yardstick. 
We are dealing in percentages and figures and ton
nages and photographs. We can estimate what the 
curtailment of oil production is doing to the 
enemy's war machine and check it against observa
tions on the battlefields. We feel confident the 
results will measure well when laid against the final 
yardstick. 

The final yardstick is the battle of Germany. 
An illustration of the classic use of Tactical air 

power appeared during the last days of 1944 and 
early 1945. Von Runstedt's offensive would seem 
to be-however successful it appeared at first-one 
of desperation, for if there is any principle that this 
war has firmly established, it is the difficulty of 
conducting a successful offensive without command 
of the air. 
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The initial break-through was protected by a few 
days of bad weather. It is possible that German 
meteorologists, whose facilities for weather obser; 
vation are not as extensive as ours, because most 
European weather moves from west to east, pre
dicted a longer stretch of had flying weather than 
actually occurred. The Germans made skillful use 
of their temporary advantage. By 24 December 
their spearheads were 50 miles into Belgium, almost 
to the Meuse, when the weather cleared. 

The AAF took to the air with enormously supe
rior strength. We headed, with hundreds of planes, 
for the supply lines through which the vital means 
for Runstedt to go on, or even stay where he was, 
would have to move. From then on there was no 
let-up. We prepared to isolate the battlefield. 

On the accompanying map, the lines of the ex
treme German advance are indicated. Likewise are 
shown the vital railroad centers and systems 
through which German food and fuel and ammuni
t:i:on and reinforcements had to move in a vast 
steady flow if the offensive was to be supported. 
Up to January 1945 over 100 major marshaling 
yards, airfields, bridges, railroad cuts, .communica
tion centers, and troop concentrations from the 
central battle area hack to the Rhine area were 
bombed repeatedly. The largest day's effort was 
24 December when we flew 5,102 sorties. These 
figures represent the combined effort of the Tactical 
Air Force and of the Eighth Air ·Force which joined 
in the tactical operations. 

In German headquarters it must have been felt 
that, cost what it might, something had to b e done 
to stop the galling air attacks. On 1 January 1945 
the Germans sent over from 500 to 600 planes to 

attack RAF and AAF airfields in France, Belgium, 
and Holland. The Nazis lost almost 300 planes, 
but they succeeded by this well-planned and well
executed attack in destroying 155 Allied planes. 
The operation did not interfere with the Allied air 
effort, but it illustrated once again the fact that the 
German Air Force is not to be underestimated. 

It is clear to military men that the air war of 1944 
is too large to compress into a hriP,f narrative. It 
expanded just as rapidly and in as many directions 
as our armored columns fanning out from St. Lo. 
Only time can put the events of 1944 into proper 
perspective. At this writing, however, the AAF 
takes pride in the message sent by General Eisen
hower to General Marshall on 3 September: "The 
air has done everything we asked." 



THE MEDITERRANEAN THEATER 
The Italian Campaign-Ploesti and other Targets

Teamwork with our Ground Forces, Navy and our Allies 

Among the Axis capitals to fall in 1944, Rome and 
Bucharest held special significance for the Medi
terranean Allied Air Forces, and more specifically, 
for the Twelfth and Fifteenth U. S. Army Air 
Forces. Rome marked the culmination of the larg
est-scale tactical air force campaign to date, and 
Bucharest the end of concentrated attacks against 
Ploesti, the No. 1 strategic oil target in Europe. 

The fact'that both these operations were carried 
out with dwindling enemy air opposition provides 
one of the highlights in the Mediterranean cam
paign since the_ invasion of Italy in September 1943. 
The Luftwaffe has now been routed from the air 
over Southeastern Europe, leaving the Twelfth Air 
Force free to operate full-time with Allied ground 
armies in Italy, while the. Fifteenth Air Force con
tinues to hammer at strategic targets in Germany 
and the remaining enemy-occupied lands. 

It is true that the Luftwaffe had been defeated in 
Tunisia and Sicily, but on the Italian mainland, 
operating from well-equipped bases, it constituted 
a real thre,it to any Allied attempt to secure a toe
hold on Europe. Behind the Luftwaffe was the 
industrial capacity of Germany and her satellites, 
and its lifeblood poured abundantly from rich 
Balkan oil fields. However, when the combined 
weight of the AAF and RAF units of the Northwest 
African Air Forces was thrown into the Italian cam
paign, our strategic and tactical aircraft succeeded 
in blasting a path, despite air opposition, for the 
Allied landings at Reggio, Taranto, and Salerno, 
striking at enemy communication lines in advance 
of the beachhead assaults and providing an um
brella for the actual landings. 

While it is difficult to separate the activities of 
the strategic and tactical units of the British and 
American air forces since the invasion of Italy, this 
narrative is primarily concerned with the role of 
the AAF. No attempt is made to describe in detail 
the splendid record in Italy of our comrades-al
arms of the RAF. 

The capture of the air bases on the plains of 
Foggia in the early stages of the Italian campaign 
may go down in military annals as one of the keys 
to the liberation of Europe, for it was there that the 
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Allies drove in order to base the strategic heavy 
bombers which were to fly in Adolph Hitler's "back 
door" and help destroy his war machine. 

Relatively undeveloped under Italian control, 
the Germans had created an extensive satellite sys
tem at Foggia to handle hundreds of planes. While 
still in German hands they were subjected to m•my 
bombings and for this reason, plus the fact that 
they were built for lighter aircraft, it was not imme
diately possible to base American heavy bombers 
on the fields. But A.AF planners had long recog
nized that Southern Italy could be a base for an air 
force that could strike at the Balkans and at the 
industrial plants moved by the Germans beyond 
range of British-based bombers. The engineers 
took over and even before the activation of the 
Fiftenth U. S. Strategic Air Force, Flying Fortresses 
and Liberators were using Foggia as a staging area 
for flights to targets in southern Germany and 
Austria. 

A New Air Force 

The Fifteenth Air ,Force was activated 1 Novem
ber 1943, and the next day flew its first mission, 
bombarding the Messerschmitt fighter plants at 
Wiener Neustadt. By midwinter new groups were 
crossing the Atlantic, to be trained in Africa and 
join in the strategic assault on Europe. 

April 1944 saw the beginning of the campaign by 
the Mediterranean Allied Air Forces, under Lt. 
Gen. Ira C. Eaker, with the Fifteenth Air Force, 
under Maj. Gen. Nathan F. Twining, to attack the 
strategic targets beyond working range of our Brit
ish-based bombers. By the end of May the MAAF 
could send 850 escorted heavy bombers against 
German war production throughout Europe. In 
the year's operation, ending 1 November 1944, Fif
teenth Air Force Flying Fortresses and Liberators 
and long-range fighters flew 150 million miles to hit 
620 targets in 12 different countries and dropped 
192,000 tons of bombs. 

It was obvious from the beginning that the suc
cess of strategic operations depended on a degree of 
air superiority providing freedom for our heavy 
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bombers to range over enemy territory. As we have 
seen, Germany had converted the aircraft industry 
to fighter production and moved it as far from the 
Britain-based threat as possible-to Bavaria, Aus
tria, and Hungary. The Fifteenth Air Force, like 
the Eighth, had to knock the Luftwaffe from the air 
while attacking the Nazi war machine. In its first 
year, 3,635 enemy aircraft fell before the fire power 
of the Fifteenth's bombers and fighter escorts, and 
2,016 more enemy aircraft were destroyed on the 
ground. 

In the spring campaign, the ball-bearing industry 
in Austria and Northern Italy was all but wiped out 
by our heavy bombers, adding a further bottleneck 
to German aircraft production. Heavy attacks 
against aircraft factories in Southern Germany, 
Austria, Hungary, and Northern Italy, and particu
larly around Vienna and Budapest, were estimated 
to have cut planned monthly production in this 
area in half by May 1944. 

Attacks on Oil Refineries 
Forty percent of Adolf Hitler's oil has gone up in 

the ,fires set by Fifteenth Air Force bombers. His 
war machine once consumed 1,400,000 tons of fuel 
( gasoline and oil) per month. One half of that 
came from the Rumanian oil fields and synthetic oil 
r efineries in Southeastern Europe and the Balkans. 

With enemy air opposition decreasing, the Fif
teenth Air Force was able to put its full strength 
into the campaign. Since-last April, when the cam
paign began, the German fuel supply has been cut 
by approximately 564,000 tons a month in attacks 
on oil refineries in Rumania, Austria, Hungary, 
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Germany, and Yugoslavia. 

One third of the German oil supply came from 
the rich fields of Rumania with the center at Ploe
sti. Protected by 250 heavy guns, interceptor nets 
and smoke screen, it was the third most heavily 
defended target on the continent. 

To penetrate these defenses, new tactics had to 
be devised. A straight drive at the target started 
an aerial battle that would weaken defenses on suc
ceeding days. The fighter opposition was drawn off 
by diversions. On one such occasion P- 38 Light
nings flew one of their longest missions in the 
European war. The campaign steadily reduced 
fighter opposition, but flak and smoke screens were 
still formidable. The smoke screens were overcome 
by instrument bombing and by reconnaissance 
pilots who preceded the bombers over the target 
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and radioed the information which enabled the 
bombers to hit targets covered by smoke. 

Ploesti was finally knocked out in a 3-day assault 
in August. In 23 attacks, 19 of which were by the 
15th Air Force, the hulk of its production had been 
denied to the Nazis. The cost was 2,277 airmen 
lost and missing and 270 aircraft. A conclusion to 
the operation was to he found in the return- of 1,000 
missing airmen from Bucharest, riding in the same 
Flying Fortresses that 12 days before had taken 
part in the last Ploesti mission. 

Shuttle Bombing 

While the Fifteenth Air Force has ranged over all 
of southern Europe, striking at German war indus
tries and communication lines, its heaviest attacks 
have been against the Balkans. In April, as the 
Fifteenth was gaining its full strength, the assault 
began with a series of attacks on military objectives 
in Balkan capitals. By the end of October, when 
the Russian drive to Budapest overran almost all 
the area, 78,000 tons of bombs had been dropped. 

A significant development in our aid to the Soviet 
Union was the inauguration of the shuttle bombing 
operations. On 2 June, Flying Fortresses escorted 
by Mustangs flew to Soviet bases and bombed Hun
garian rail yards en route. From the U. S. S. R. they 
attacked air bases on the lower Dan~he and on their 
return to Italy on June 11 bombed airdromes in 
Rumania. The trail thus blazed was later expanded 
into a three-way shuttle by Eighth Air Force bomb
ers from England. 

Following the Rumanian campaign during which 
the oil refineries, aircraft factories, and industrial 
and communication targets had been subjected to 
91 attacks b y our heavies and their escorts, the Fif
teenth Air Force turned its attention to Balkan air
dromes, rail bridges, and lines supplying the Ger
mans remaining in Greece and Serbia and helped to 
soften up the Germans in Greece by destroying hun
dreds of enemy planes on the ground. 

Meanwhile, the Partisan forces of Marshal Tito 
in Yugoslavia were receiving increasing aid in the 
form of heavy bomber and fighter attacks on Ger
m an troop concentrations, ports, rail lines, and 
bridges. 

Even before the Allied invasion of Italy, our 
strategic bombers h ad been pounding away at the 
major enemy ports and communication centers on 

(Continued on p. 45) 



Through flak and over the destruction created by 
preceding waves of bombers, these 15th Air Force 
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B- 24's are leaving Ploesti in one of the long series 
of attacks against this o. 1 oil target in Europe. 



Concordia Vega, third largest oil r efinery in Ru
mania, was found in this condition when United 

Another ground view of the damage wrought b y 
AAF bombardment of Concordia Vega. This 1s 
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Nations forces took over. Above are the pump 
house and other equipment hit by the bombers. 

part of a low-pressure fractionating unit. This 
equipment is said to b e difficult to repair or replace. 



The mass o f twisted pipes and burst boilers seen 
above is in the interior of the Concordia Vega 

A smokestack at Gaeta, Italy, stands among the 
ruins of a war plant once u sed b y Germans at this 
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powerhouse. The Germaµs were driven out of 
Ploesti b efore completing new installation in r ear. 

m anufacturing center between Naples and Rome. 
The target was destroyed by the 15th Air Force. 



Wreckage of enemy rolling stock in Tiburtina rail
way yards, Rome, indicates the bombing accuracy 

A roadside scene in Southern Fran ce at the time 
th e Germans were r etreating up the Rhone valley. 
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of our aircraft. The military target was attacked , 
but the n earby buildings were undamaged. 

The en em y's armor and artiller y shown in the p ic
ture above was destroyed b y AAF fighter planes. 



The important Pancevo bridge over the Danube at 
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, was destroyed on 3 Septem-
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her 1944 in an attack by Flying Fortresses, drop
ping 1,000-lb. bombs from an altitude of 24,000 ft . 



Precision bombing by 15th Air Force B- 2'5's de
stroys this German supply center at Tortona, Italy. 
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First B- 25 wave, Photo 2, smashes three-fourths of 
buildings; next wave, Photo 4, hits the remainder. 



(Continued from p. 38) 
the mainland but it was not until the Fifteenth Air 
Force was activated and based on the Foggia fields 
th~t concentrated attacks could be aimed at the 
main rail lines running into northern Italy. Today 
these attacks are continuing. There is no let-up in 
the campaign to destroy supplies and equipment 
needed by the Germans on the Italian front. 

The cost of the I-year campaign by the Fifteenth 
Air ,Force has been approximately 2,247 planes in 
combat, for a ratio to sorties flown of 1.6 pe~cent. 

Twelfth Air Force 

There w~re no textbooks to guide the Twelfth 
Air Force, under Maj. Gen. John ·K. Cannon, which 
is the American component of the M ~diterranean 
Allied Tactical Air Force. Since El Alamein, the 
Mediterranean ·has been the laboratory for tactical 
air forces, and the Italian campaign was to witness 
the further development of tactical air power. 

Results of Twelfth Air Force activities since the 
invasion of Italy must be gauged by the extent to 
which they have aided or influenced the advances 
made by Allied Ground Forces and by the damage 
they have done the German military machine in 
the past 14 months. The role of the Twelfth, pri
marily, has been to operate with and assist the 
Ground Forces in their penetration of Axis Europe. 
The Twelfth has also demonstrated, in "Operation 
Strangle," the ability of an air force to create an 
interdiction on such a scale as to have a marke<:} 
effect on the battle for Germany itself. 

Italy presented a number of problems early in 
the campaign, one of which was the necessity of 
basing short-range fighters and fighter bombers in 
Sicily. Other problems were bad weather, the 
mountainous terrain, and the extent of the rail and 
road network over which the enemy could move his 
troops and supplies. The necessary "know-how" 
to overcome these problems had to be gained by 
the Twelfth Air Force in its day-to-day operations, 
working under a combined command and in close 
cooperation with the British Desert Air Force. 

The scope of Twelfth Air Force operations in 
1944 is indicated by the advances of the Allied 
Forces on the ground to the present line across 
Northern Italy; the destruction or capture of thou
sands of enemy trucks, rolling stock, and materiel; 
and the destruction, probable destruction, or seri
ous damage of 973 enemy aircraft in the air and on 
the ground. The Twelfth flew 182,122 sorties, and 
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dropped 75,495 tons of bombs in 1944. It lost 1,081 
planes through enemy action,_ antiaircraft, and 
other losses on missions during the same period. 

Enemy railroads suffered the heaviest bombard
ment. Rail yards, troop concentrations, highways, 
bridges, ports, and supply centers were attacked, to 
deny the enemy his supplies and mobility. 

The period under review starts with the invasion 
of Italy on 3 September 1943, but the preparation 
for the operation had been going on since the fall 
of Sicily on 17 August, with the Twelfth assisting 
the strategic heavy bombers in neutralizing enemy 
airfields in southern Italy. The main weight of the 
Twelfth Air Force cooperated with the Fifth Army 
landing at Salerno on 9 September and subse
quently its medium bombers put road blocks 
around Naples which aided in its capture on I 
October. 

With the taking of Naples and the Foggia region 
and the islands of Corsica and Sardinia, the Twelfth 
Air Corps moved to new bases on the islands and on 
the mainland. By now, winter had set in, yet in 
spite of bad weather, tactical planes continued to 
operate with the armies on the Cassino-Pescara line. 

In an effort to break the winter stalemate, the 
Allied plans provided an end-run assault at Anzio 
by the Ground Forces. The Air Forces bombed out 
German airdromes in Italy and southern France 
and guarded the invasion convoys closely. The · 
Anzio landing achieved complete surprise and it 
was not until D-plus-3, 5 January, that air or ground 
opposition developed. In the ensuing weeks, 
though handicapped by bad weather and the lack 
of an airfield on the beachhead, Twelfth Air Force 
was made responsible for isolating the battle area 
and preventing the enemy from bringing up the 
reinforcements and supplies necessary for a success
ful counterattack. 

Operation ~~ Strangle" 

It was at this period that "Operation Strangle" 
was conceived by Air Force commanders. This air 
plan was aimed at reducing the flow of enemy sup
plies below requirements by attacking his supply 
system. It was estimated that the enemy's ability to 
supply, reinforce, and shift his forces could be so 
weakened that he could neither withstand deter
mined ground attacks nor withdraw in order. 

Medium and fighter bombers attacked key 
bridges on the few rail supply lines from northern 



Italy to the front. From 24 March- until the fall of 
Rome, two princip,al interdiction lines were main
tained across the narrow boot. This meant that no 
through trains were able to run from the Po V al!ey 
to the front line and that south of Florence substan
tially all supplies had to be moved by truck. 

The enemy attempted to increase the use of ship
ping but heavy bombers attacked the key ports and 
coastal aircraft attacked the vessels. The enemy 
diverted motortrucks to hauling supplies around 
the broken bridges and eventually all the way from 
,Florence and Rimini, but fighter strafing forced the 
trucks to operate at night only. 

To accomplish this plan, an air effort of hereto
fore unrealized dimensions was expended over a 
12-week period. As a result the enemy supply sys
tem capacity was reduced from an estimated 
80,000 tons per day to not over 4,000 tons per day 
llelivered to the front. 

Although the enemy committed his motor trans
port to long supply hauls, he was unable to build up 
any significant reserves. When the Allied drive 
began in early May, the enemy's transport was un
able to meet the added requirements for rapid 
movement of troops and materiel at the front. In a 
desperate effort to increase capacity, the enemy 
began to use his motor transport by day in convoys 
which were extremely vulnerable to Allied strafing 
attacks. The enemy's lines broke under the impact 
of the ground offensive and he was unable to with
draw in order because of the break-down of his 
transport system under constant air attack. 

On 26 May, Lt. Gen. Mark W. Clark sent the fol
lowing message to the Twelfth Air Force: "Greatly 
pleased with splendid effort of Air Force. We have 
put the enemy on the road. Good hunting to all." 
On 5 June, General Clark added that the Twelfth's 
air effort "had enabled us to show the enemy how 
irresistible the air-ground combination can be
come." The German 14th Army retreated before 
the Ground Forces, first to Rome and then to the 
Pisa-Florence-Rimini line, under air attack. 

Some idea of the destruction wrought by Twelfth 
Air Force tactical fighters during the 6 months from 
May through October in Italy and southeastern 
France may be seen in stat~stics which show 12,190 
vehicles, 9,083 railroad cars, 788 locomotives, and 
more than 1,000 bridges destroyed or damaged. 

At the same time Twelfth Air Force medium 
bombers and fighters working directly with the 
Ground Forces, hit troop concentrations and head-
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quarters, ammunition and supply dumps, and gun 
positions in the battle area. Frequently their 
attacks were directed by radio from observation 
posts overlooking the battle zones. 

The retreat of the German army to the Pisa
Rimini line posed a new problem for the tactical 
air arm. "Operation Strangle" had cut the rail 
lines in central Italy on a route-by-route basis, but 
the complexity of the rail system in the Po Valley 
precluded any operations of similar scope in the 
north. It was decided to cut the 16 permanent 
hridg~s across the Po River and the 11 pontoon 
bridges the Germans had constructed. The preci
sion medium bombers went to work on 14 July and 
in 6 days knocked out all hut 2 of the spans. In sub
sequent att~cks these, too, were destroyed and the 
Germans were reduced to using temporary pontoon 
bridges that could he thrown across the river at 
night and disassembled and hidden by day. 

The enemy was forced to shift largely to motor 
vehicles to supply this more northerly front. 

D-Day in southern France found the Twelfth Air 
Force helping to provide the aerial cover for the 
invasion, softening up the coastal defenses and ham
mering at communication lines, while its own troop 
carriers were transporting the British and Ameri
can paratroops and glider troops inland. Before 
D-Day, 15 August, the Twelfth Air Force had a 
hand in the strategy which kept the enemy guessing. 
Attacks identical in type and intensity were made 
on targets both in southern France and northwest 
Italy. 

In preparation for invasion the Twelfth contin
ued to interdict northern Italian lines and cut the 
coastal rail system between Cannes and Genoa on 
the Riviera. In addition they destroyed all rail 
bridges across the Rhone river south of Valence. 
In the week before D-Day medium bombers 
knocked out all the enemy airdromes in the Po Val
ley at least temporarily, and with the aid of fighters 
had carried out a concentrated assault on gun posi
tions, radar stations, and bivouac areas on the 
French and Italian Rivieras. 

So swift was the Allied advance that the aviation 
engineers were hard put to prepare airfields fast 
enough to keep the Thunderbolts within close range 
of the retreating German Nineteenth Army. The 
problem was aggravated by the difficulty in obtain
ing sufficient gasoline, oil, and supplies. A-20 
humhers, B-24 Liberators and C-47 transports were 
utilized in the emergency to bring up gasoline and 



The "STRANGLE" Result 
At right are shown main lines of 
interdiction between Germans at 
front and their supply area to the 
rear during our Rome offensive. 
Graph below shows how the 
" strangle," by 9 May when the 
battle became intense, had cut 
enemy supply flow t~ below mini
mum requirements. 

oil, and the Thunderbolts continued to maul fleeing 
German motor convoys. 

While northeastern France was b eing cleared of 
Germans, the Twelfth's fighter bombers again 
turned their attention to Italy to r enew the assault 
on German communications and behind-the-lines 
t argets in the Po Valley and northwestern Italy. 
Our bombers have continued to attack rail yards 
and port installations, and have attacked northern 
frontier rail routes as high er priorities and weather 
permitted. As the m edium bombers and fighters 
have b een able to move their bases north, they have 
extended their operations. 

Our operations against targets in the Po Valley 
continue. As the Germans, at high cost in m an
power and materiel, erect temporary spans to r e
place broken bridges, we destroy them in turn . 
Captured en em y documents indicate that the 
enemy's supply system has b een seriousl y damaged, 
his major movem ents of troops and supplies 
t h rou gh northern Italy have b een slowed down, and 
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h e has probably had to u se far more of his limited 
gasoline and oil on such movem ents by vehicle than 
he would h ave used had h e possessed full use of his 
railways. 

Operations in the Mediterranean have b een on a 
tremendous scale . However, b eyond the bomb ton
nage dropped and the battle~ won, the M editerra
nean has been outstanding in the development of 
tactical air power, and in the evolution of effective 
joint command and cooperation between Ground, 
Air, and Navy, and b etween the U. S. and the 
British, the French, Yugoslavs, and other Allies. 

How easy it is to talk about "100 percent coopera
tion," yet how difficult it is in a war theater to weld 
two vast organizations such as the RAF and the 
AAF with differ ent equipment, different experi
ence, and with m any diverse elem ents, into an inte
grated whole- yet it has b een accomplished. In 
the M editerranean Theater the lessons learned in 
management and cooperation have been a m ajor 
contribution to the uni ted prosecution of the war. 





Section 2 
THE AIR WAR AGAINST JAPAN 

Operations of the Army Air Forces 
Against the Enemy-The Central and North Pacific 

At the beginning of last year, problems of distance 
dominated much of our strategy in the air war 
against Japan. At that time a line drawn around 
the outposts of the Japanese defense system would 
have been about equal in length to the Equator. 
Gen. Willis H. Hale's Seventh Air Force alone, 
assigned to the Central Pacific, had to operate in an 
area of 16 million square miles-five times that of 
the United States. This distance factor dwarfed 
even the exceedingly complicated and often appar
ently insurmountable problems of supply, climate, 
and equipment allocation. The fact that Germany 
was first on. most of our priority lists enhances the 
remarkable progress made during 1944 by our Air 
Forces in the Pacific and on the Asiatic mainland. 

Naturally, it is possible within the scope of this 
report to touch only on the highlights of this prog
ress. To state, for instance, that the distance be
tween the Seventh Air Force's forward bases and 
Tokyo was shortened from 3,467 to 1,267 nautical 
miles, gives a very small measure of this achieve
ment. But in a sense the numbers speak for them
selves. 

The Japanese counted on making the cost of each 
coral atoll in the central Pacific so prohibitive that 
we would be forced to consume many years in 
bringing their home islands within range of our 
strategic bombardment. Their plan was to make 

J aluit, one of the by-passed Marshall Islands in the 
South Pacific, was once a base for J apanese planes. 
It has been reduced to rubble by U. S. air power. 
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Tarawa the pattern of our offensive. At Tarawa, in 
the Gilberts group, the attacking Marines sustained 
relatively high casualties. But with the acquisition 
of a network of bases from which our air units could 
operate, the succeeding strikes against the Mar
shalls and other islands grew less costly. 

Preparatory to the invasion of the Marshalls, 
land-based aircraft pounded the Japanese strong 
points for 90 days. During that time the Seventh 
Air Force's heavy bombers alone flew 1,135 sorties. 
On Kwajalein our B- 24's demolished the radar in
stallations so effectively that when the time came 
for our amphibious forces to strike, the F leet was 
able to make its approach undetected. The Navy's 
planes brought these attacks to a climax with a 
series of massive strikes. 

In the Marshalls, the mission of the Seventh Air 
Force through D-plus-2 day was to deny Mille and 
J aluit as air bases for the enemy and subsequently 
to keep those bases neutralized; in addition, the 
Seventh undertook to destroy aircraft and air facil
ities on Maleolap, Wotje, Roi, and Kwajalein, 
should they still be operational on D-plus-2 day. 
Thereafter, the primary mission was to keep the 
W otje and Maleolap air bases neutralized. 

From a base at Makin, Mitchell medium bombers 
flew regular missions against h eavily fortified Ma
leolap-a total distance of 850 miles. In the early 
missions in that theater, such distances made Amer
ican fighter escort impracticable. After each such 
mission, the enemy sent its fighters against the 
B- 25's, inflicting losses and damage. The fighters 



A B- 25 medium bomber flies low over a wrecked 
Japanese airfield on W otje, one of the by-passed 

followed our medium bombers a certain distance, 
then turned hack. They thought they had gauged 
the range of our fighters. Finally, a group of 
P-40's, with auxiliary belly tanks attached, laid an 
ambush. They waited above the clouds at the place 
where the Japanese usually turned hack. When the 
returning B-25's arrived, hopping the waves and 
followed closely by a swarm of Japanese fighters, 
the P - 40's dived down from 12,500 feet. Within 3 
minutes, the backbone of Japanese fighter opposi
tion in the Marshalls was broken. 

With the islands of Kwajalein and Eniwetok in 
the Marshalls occupied by our ground troops, we 
established an aerial blockade of the bypassed 
atolls still h eld by the Japanese. This enabled our 
ground troops to consolidate their positions and 
make further advances unmolested by en em y air 
action. Combined Anny, Navy, and Marine air 
forces thus isolated 20,000 square miles of Japanese
dominated area in the Marshalls. By the time of 
our invasion of the Marianas, Japanese bases, such 
as Nauru in the Gilberts and Mille, Jaluit, Maleo
lap, Wotje, Rongelap, Aur, Arno, and Likip in the 
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Marshall Island bases in the Pacific. The Japanese 
had boasted that Wotje Island was impregnable. 

Marshalls, were not considered to he targets for 
sustained air attack. A continued harassment was 
carried on with fighters, dive bombers, and occa
sional medium-bomber raids. At this writing, 
scores of thousands of enemy troops are being held 
in virtually complete isolation in the Ocean Islands, 
the Marshalls, Marianas, and Carolines. · 

Truk, once the most heavily defended island in 
the Carolines and the keystone of the entire Japa
nese defense system in the central Pacific, is now to 
a large extent neutralized. It is dangerous to the 
extent that it is willing to commit its dwindling 
fighter force against our regular bombardment. 
Other enemy bases in the Carolines- Kusaie, Pona
pe, Puluwat, W oleai, Yap and Pingeolap- have 
been bombed into impotence. In the Bonins, 
Chichi Jima and Haha Jima, and in the Volcanic 
group Iwo Jima, are now under the same systematic 
bombing. Wake and Marcus islands are no longer 
serious threats. 

The mission of the Seventh Air Force fighters in 
the Marianas was the defense of the islands, special 
raids against airfields, gun positions, and communi-



A minimum altitude attack on a Japanese air strip 
at Dagua on the New Guinea coast is carried out in 

cations on Saipan, Tinian, Guam, Rota, and Pagan. 
Some of our P-47's flew daylight shifts, and P - 61 
Black Widows, new in the Central Pacific, operated 
at night. From 1 July to 31 July, when Tinian was 
secured, Seventh fighters flew 3,430 sorties, some of 
the men averaging two or three a day. 

The meaning of the air war in the Pacific to the 
crews involved may perhaps best be indicated by 
selecting, almost at random, two combat incidents. 

Flying the B- 25, " Ole Woman," from Makin 
against Nauru, First Lt. Marvin B. Watts let down 
to 1;000 feet for the bomb run. The bombardier 
made a square hit on a dangerous gun emplace
m ent. :Flak was extremely h eavy, and both en
gines of the B- 25 were knocked out. A sh ell burst 
just outside the pilot's compartment. Another tore 
through the bomb bay door. The plane's controls 
were damaged and it started falling. Lieutenant 
Watts fought for control. H e managed to pull out 
of the dive and go into a glide which took the plane 
some 20 miles out to sea. H e managed to level it 
out just b efore it crashed. The entire crew m an
aged 1J.l make its way out of the sinking plane. The 
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Febrp.ary 1944 by B- 25 bombers of the 5th Air 
Force, dropping parafrag bombs on enemy fighters. 

life raft broke loose and inflated automatically. 
The water was full of sharks, attracted by · the 

blood of the injured men.. The tail gunner had a 
broken leg, a severed artery, and hip and back in
juries. The radio operator, although cut and 
bleeding and suffering from a broken ankle and 
rib, towed the gunner to the raft and fought off the 
sharks while the other was pulled to safety. A r es
cue plane came over, sprayed the sharks with ma
chine gun fire and ever y man in the raft wa~ saved. 

This is what happened to the "Chambermaid," a 
B- 24, over I wo J ima: 

As the bombs were released above the designated 
target, flak hit the nose compartment and knocked 
out the h ydraulic lines. A 20-mm. sh ell from a 
J ap fighter plane hit b ehind the copilot and 
wounded him. The throttle controls were shot off 
the two left en gines, and they ran wild. Another 
engine was throwing oil. A shot blew · off the top 
turret and wounded the gunner in it. The plastic 
dome flew off and tore a hole in the rudder. An
other sh ell ripped a hole in the top of the left wing 
gas t ank. The navigator and an observer were 

( Continued on p . 58) 



Japanese oil tanks at Boe1a on the I sland of Ceram 
were hit on 14 July b y A- 20 light bombers, one of 
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which is shown. This was part of a campaign to 
deprive Japan of fuel from the Dutch East Jndies. 



A major Japanese oil refinery at Balikpapan, 
Borneo, was attacked on 10 October b y B- 24 h eavy 

Another method of destroying Japan's fuel supply 
was demonstrated on 9 December, when three B- 24 
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bombers, flying a 2,500-mile round trip- one of the 
longest B- 24 formation missions flown to date. 

bombers cut in two places this oil pipeline over 
the Dondang River, near Sanga Sanga, Borneo. 



A 5th Air Force A- 20 bomber attacks and sinks a 
troopship, one of several in a Japanese convoy that 
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was sunk when the enemy attempted to reinforce 
his garrison at Wewak, New Guinea, in March 1944. 



Evasive action did not save this Japanese cruiser 
under attack by 13th Air Force B- 24's near the 
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Philippines on 26 October 1944. The cruiser sank 
after four direct hits from an altitude of 9,700 feet. 



A J ap anese " Zeke" fighter is seen intercepting 14th 
Air F orce B- 24's during an attack on 16 October 
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against th e Kowloon docks at Hong Kong. Three 
ships were sunk and dock facilities dam aged. 



At a base in India, a ground crew is at work on an 
airplane while native laborers repair the runway. 

At Bilin, Burma, a 10th Air Force B- 24 flies past 
two bridges knocked out by U. S. bombs. The 10th 
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A C--47 of the Air Commandos tows a glider b ehind 
it in the Burma. airborne invasion in March 1944. 

Air Force has been an important factor in keeping 
the enemy's extended Burm a supply lines b roken. 



Island-hopping accelerates progress toward Tokyo. 
Our air power destroys or renders ineffective the 

( Continued from p. 51 ) 
wounded. Then, during a good part of the way 
home, Lt. William V. Core, the pilot, had to fight 
a tropical storm. · 

When they cranked the landing gear down by 
hand only the right wheel came down. Japanese 
fire had severed the cable of the other. The loss of 
the hydraulic system left them without brakes. To 
cut down their landing speed, the crew anchored 
two parachutes at waist windows and one at the tail. 

They hit the runway on only two wheels, but with 
the parachutes open. The "Chambermaid" rolled 
along in a straight line for a few seconds ;md then 
wheeled to the right. It struck a parked trailer and 
then a revetment. When it came to r est, it was 
found that the fuselage behind the bomb bay door 
had cracked wide open. The gap in the fuselage 
was 2 feet wide and the tail section was bent so that 
it made an oblique angle with the r est of the plane. 
But the airplane h ad b een brought back, with no 
lives lost. 

Missions are not always that sp ectacular or that 
lucky. But routine missions in the Central Pacific 
are still hazardous. Weather conditions there are 
uncertain and subject to unpredictable fluctuations. 
On the same mission, bombers of the Seventh ( now 
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en emy's air strength preparatory to landings or so 
that enem y b ases can h e successfully b y-passed. 

commanded by Maj. Gen. RobertW. Douglass ) had 
run into snowstorms on the way out and. had the 
paint blistered by a blazing sun on the way back. 

Weather hazards have been chief factors in cur
tailing the operations of our Eleventh Air Force, 
based on Alaska and the Aleutians. To date, the 
mission of the Eleventh ( commanded by Maj. Gen. 
Davenport Johnson) has been to force the Japanese 
to deploy precious air strength in the area of the 
North Pacific. B y mounting, in the face of harsh 
Arctic conditions, a series of harassment raids 
against the Kuriles, the Eleventh has d~awn a part 
of the Japanese Air Force to the defense of the 
Kuriles and Hokkaido. At the same time, we have 
succeeded in est ablishing a chain of operational 
bases which sealed off a vital sector in our conti
nental defense system. 

The South and S01+thwest Pacific 
Despite the complexity of the strategic situation 

in these areas, the principles underlying our air 
operations were simple. The formula, if formula 
it can he called, was essentially the same adopted 
by our t actical air forces in the Mediterranean area 
and in Europe. First, eliminate or neutralize the 



enem y's air forces; second, isolate a battle area of 
our own choice, cutting enemy supply and com
munication lines- a process we call interdiction; 
third, cooperate in the closest possible ways with 
our attacking ground or amphibious troops. 

In January 1944, our most advanced AAF base in 
the South and Southwest Pacific was on Stirling 
Island, 100 miles south of a fighter field established 
at the United States beachhead on Empress Augusta 
Bay, Bougainville Island, in the Solomons. In the 
Bismarck Sea area, the enemy's airdromes on 
western New Britain I sland had b een captured. 
The AAF had several advanced fighter fields lo
cated in the Ramu River Valley, at Nadzah, in the 
Markham River Valley, at Finchhafen on the Huon 
coast in New Guinea, and on the Trobriand and 
W oodlark Islands, and Goodenough I sland. 

Opposite these sectors, the J apanese Air Forces 

From its extreme limit early in th e war, the J apa
n ese area of conquest in the Pacific has been greatly 
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h ad deployed approximately 700 aircraft, concen
trated primarily in Rabaul on New Britain and 
in Wewak and Hollandia on New Guinea. 

As a result of previous Am erican air action, these 
forces were definitely on the defensive. Due to 
continuing attacks by the Thirteenth and F ifth 
Army Air Forces, the enemy's dispositions both at 
Rahaul and W ewak were topheavy in fighter planes. 
At a time when the Allied ground campaigns were 
beginning to gather momentum and the situation 
called for an all-out air attack against them, the 
.Japanese were forced to husband their air re
sources. They were compelled to conserve not only 
aircraft hut pilots as well. Although early in 1944 
they were using pilots who had not been fully 
trained, late in the year the quality of their fli ers 
improved perceptibly. 

During J anu ar y and through most of February, 

r educed. T eamwork on the part of sea, land, and 
air forces h as made this accomplishment possible. 



General Streett's Thirteenth and the U.S. Naval Air 
Forces, based in the Solomons, concentrated on the 
job of knocking out Rahaul as a major air threat. 
Just before the end of February- after having lost 
nearly 900 aircraft in defense of the base-the Japa
nese withdrew their remaining air strength from 
Rahaul. In consequence, Japanese ground forces 
on New Britain were forced to abandon virtually 
all of the islands; the shipping lanes, which had 
served as lifelines to the doomed Japanese garrisons 
in the Bismarcks and the Solomons, ceased to exist. 

Here, as in the Central Pacific, the Army-Navy 
strategy of bypassing Japanese-held islands has 
proved lucrative. 

Simultaneously with the effort of the Thirteenth 
against Rahaul, the Fifth Air Force was knocking 
out W ewak as a major enemy base. At W ewak, 
too, after land and sea communications were cut 
and airplanes destroyed in combat or on the ground, 
the base became so untenable that the remaining 
air strength was withdrawn. This left Hollandia 
as the only major enemy airbase in all of eastern 
and northeastern New Guinea and paved the way 
for our over-land advance up the coast of that vast 
island. Such withdrawals had a very decided effect 
upon the operational value of the Japanese air 
force. At each base bypassed or abandoned the 
Japanese left behind their best combat and main
tenance crews and squadron and group staffs
these they have never been able to replace. 

In 4 days of concentrated attack the Fifth Air 
Force put Hollandia out of the running. The en
tire enemy force, of approximately 400 ~ircraft, 
was destroyed- mainly on the ground. About 2 
weeks later, an American amphibious operation 
captured Hollandia, sustaining negligible losses. 
From Hollandia, and from a captured enemy air
field on nearby W:akde Island, the Fifth Air Force 
then turned its attack on the islands of Biak, Noem
foor, and Owi in the Geelvink Bay area of Dutch 
New Guinea. Again enemy air was neutralized, 
and our amphibious forces moved in with light 
cas.ualties. 

When we began the concerted attacks against 
Rahaul and W ewak, the Japanese started feverishly 
to build air bases on the Halmahera Islands, south
east of Mindanao. Most of these fields were nearly 
completed by the time of our amphibious opera
tions against Noemfoor and Biak; they based nearly 
250 enemy aircraft in the Halmaheras. But this 
air power could not he used to contest our landings 
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because it had to he conserved for the air defense 
of Mindanao and the Visayas. As soon as our avia
tion engineers had made our fields on Biak, Noem
foor, and Owi, operational, the Fifth Air Force 
went after the enemy air strength on the Halma
heras, on Ceram, Boeroe, and on the Vogelkop pen
insula of Dutch New Guinea. · The Japanese then 
had between 400 and 500 aircraft deployed in these 
areas. Within a week, the enemy withdrew the 
remnants of this force to Ceram, Boeroe, and to 
Mindanao. When we sought to neutralize Ceram 
and Boeroe, the enemy made a more determined 
stand, hut in another month those two islands, as 
well as northeast Celehes, were eliminated as 
sources of Japanese air power. 

The Philippines 

The next objective of the Fifth Air Force, now 
commanded by Maj. Gen. Whitehead, logically be
came the Mindanao area of the Philippines. Here 
the enemy had based approximately 250- 300 air
craft on partially completed fields. We were able 
to inflict sL.hstantial losses before the Japanese 
withdrew again, this time to the Visayan area. 

To the extent that these operations against the 
Mindanao - Halmahera - northwest Celehes - Ceram -
Boeroe area neutralized the threat of enemy air 
attacks on the flank and the supply line of our am
phibious landing on Leyte, they made that landing 
possible. Continual pounding of the enemy in 
Java and Borneo and of his important airdromes 
and concentration centers in the entire region 
further helped our amphibious operations on 
Leyte. The Seventh Air Force brought heavy 
bombers to the Palaus and joined in the pounding 
of the Central Philippines. In November, units of 
the Fifth Air Force were on Leyte, operating from 
airdromes constructed with remarkable speed 
under great difficulties. 

A Tokyo broadcast reported by the Federal 
Communications Commission on 10 December had 
this to say about the fighting on Leyte: " ... be
cause of the air power advanced by the enemy on 
Taclohan, Dulag, San Pablo, and Buraµen air fields, 
which he speedily established, our ground fighting 
and maintenance of the sea supply line became ex
tremely difficult. . . . The city of Ormoc has been 
reduced to ashes by the bombardment of enemy 
planes and long-distance guns. Should an enemy 
plane find even one person on a street, it swoops 



clown so low as to brush the tips of coconut trees and 
showers machine-gun fire ..•• Not even the head
lights of our motor vehicles or cigarettes can be 
used during the night. . . . There were many 
cases where our field and antiaircraft artillery could 
not be used during the day for fear the enemy 
planes might locate our position. In contrast to 
this, the enemy continuously attacked us during 
the day. • . • Particularly the machine-gun fire of 
enemy Lockheed P-38's, which usually come in a 
formation of six planes during the daytime, is so 
violent as to shoot 500 shells a second. They shoot 
out as if a bomb had dropped." 

After we were well established on Leyte, we built 
and quickly made operational a series of airdromes 
on Mindoro. From these advanced air positions, 
as well as from our larger bases in the South, we 
struck at Luzon in force. Air power, which had 
been used so effectively against us on the Philip
pines 3 years before, was now spearheading and 
covering our own major offensive there. 

In keeping up such relentless, round-the-clock 
pressure, the Far Eastern Air Force ( the Fifth and 
Thirteenth combined under the commaU:d of Lt. 
Gen. George C. Kenney) had flown from 1 J anu
ary to 31 December 1944, 155,107 combat sorties. 
During . that period, they dropped_ 90,087 tons of 
bombs. Through Novt::mher 1944, 326,490 tons of 
enemy shipping were sunk, 197,982 probably sunk 
and 540,500 tons damaged. Also through Novem
ber they consumed 143,257,000 gallons of gasoline. 
From 1 January 1944 through 31 December 1944 
they destroyed 2,414 enemy aircraft, probably de
stroyed 563, and damaged 692 while losing in com
bat 818 of our own. 

With the bombing of Davao and of vital enemy 
oil installations on Borneo, the Far Eastern Air 
Forces has served notice that it will assume an in
creasingly important role in purely strategic bomb
ing. The results observed at Balikpapan, the Plo
esti of the Pacific, were excellent and they will he 
followed up. On a_ single long-range mission 
against Davao, our bombers sank 18 ships in Davao 
Gulf, shot down the only eight enemy planes en
countered in the air over Mindanao and destroyed 
60 more on the ground. 

No account, however sketchy, of the Far Eastern 
Air Forces, would he complete without reference to 
the superior work of the Troop Carriers who, in 
addition to dropping paratroops, fly men, ammuni
tion, food, and supplies into bitterly contested for-
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ward areas. On return flights they evacute the sick 
and wounded to hospitals in the rear. One Troop 
Carrier group, the "Jungle Skippers," has flown 
over 3 million miles, transported over 24 million 
pounds of high priority equipment, and carried 
more than 50,000 combat soldiers on missions in
volving 20 million passenger miles. 

Another brief set of statistics should he of interest 
to Americans who are privileged to do their part in 
the war effort within the continental limits of the 
United States: During a single month recently, one 
squadron of a ThirteeI;1th Air Force medium bom
bardment group flew 238 combat sorties, put in 
4,500 hours of combat, dropped 425,000 pounds of 
bombs on Japanese installations, won 285 awards 
for meritorious achievement in combat and
bought $21,000 worth of War Bonds. 

China 

AAF units based in China had two primary func
tions during 1944. The first was to help the Chi
nese forces contain as many Japanese divisions and 
as much Japanese air power as they could, and in 
so doing to destroy as much Japanese air, ground, 
and sea power as possible; the second function was 
to carry out the maximum practicable strategic 
bombing against Japan and Japanese industry on 
the Asiatic mainland. ( See section on B-29's.) 
The first of these objectives was entrusted to the 
Fourteenth Air Force, commanded by Maj. Gen. 
Claire L. Chennault. 

Throughout the year the Fourteenth Air Force 
was opposed by approximately 500 Japanese air
craft, operating out of large, fully supplied, power
fully supported bases. In June, the continental 
Army of Japan began its campaign to sever east 
from west China, a major strategic operation de
signed to cripple organized resistance, to secure the 
east China coast from the rear, and to establish 
overland communications from north Asia to south
east Asia. The hard-pressed Chinese armies relied 
for their air power entirely on the forces at General 
Chennault's disposal. 

The basic fact to he considered in an appraisal 
of the .operations of our Fourteenth Air Force and 
the Chinese-American Composite Wing is that they 
had access only to such supplies as could he flown 
across the Hump to China. In consequence they 
had to contend with chronic shortages of gasoline, 
replacement parts, base equipment, and virtually 



everything else. Due to what can only he called 
heroic exertions on the part of the men in this ex
tended and overloaded aerial supply line, we man
aged to increase our Air Transport Command ton
nage across the Hump from 13,399 tons in January 
1944, to 43,896 in January 1945. With the addi
tion of a supplemental route via Myitkyna further 
increases may he expected. 

The Fourteenth Air Force was able to provide 
vital tactical cooperation to the Chinese Army. 
During a representative period (29 May to 5 July) 
the Fourteenth was able to interfere with the prog
ress of the advancing Japanese armies to the follow
ing extent: 60 enemy aircraft destroyed or dam
aged, 900 river boats desiroyed, 817 cars and trucks 
destroyed, 32 bridges destroyed, 26 storage dumps 
destroyed, 139,400 tons of shipping sunk or dam
aged, 583 tons of supply dropped to the Chinese 
ground fo~ces, 14,740 Japanese troops killed or 
wounded, exclusive of personnel lost on ships and 
boats sunk or strafed. 

As the current Japanese offensive pushed hack 
the Chinese ground forces, General Chennault was 
forced to evacuate and destroy most of his forward 
fields, including the modern ones, built under des
perately trying circumstances, at Hengyang, Kwei
lin, Tanchuk, and Liuchow. In spite of the fact 
that Japan threw some of its best pilots into this 
offensive, the Fourteenth was able to establish a 
f avorahle combat ratio. 

An outstanding contribution of the Fourteenth 
has been the brilliant achievement of a handful of 
specially equipped B-24 Liberators. Beginning 
their operations during late spring against Japanese 
shipping in Formosa Strait and the South China 
Sea, each of these airplanes has averaged about 800 
tons of shipping sunk per sortie. This attrition has 
put a fearsome burden on the long Japanese lines 
of communication to the Southwest Pacific and on 
Japan's dwindling merchant fleet in general. The 
work of these few B-24's may he said to have pro
duced effects of far-reaching strategic importance. 
During J.944, the over-all claims of the Fourteenth 
Air Force against Japanese shipping were 640,900 
tons sunk, 237,050 tons probably sunk, and 396,950 
tons damaged. 

Burma-India 

During the past year, the supremacy of Allied air 
power has been a decisive factor in every major 
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campaign and battle fought in this area. As a re
sult of this supremacy, the air transport route from 
Assam to China has been virtually free from inter
ference by enemy fighters since the end of 1943. 
American and British transport planes have served 
as the principal and often the sole source of supply 
and reinforcements for ground forces fighting on 
the widely scattered Burma fronts. Japanese road, 
rail, and river communications throughout Burma 
have been so thoroughly held down by round-the
clock air attacks that the enemy has repeatedly 
been forced to abandon attempted offensives. Stra
tegic bombing and mining has denied to the Japs 
the use of the principal Burma coast ports, includ
ing the harbors of Moulmein and Rangoon. And 
cooperation of fighters, dive bombers, and mediums 
with campaigning ground troops has been carried 
to a high degree of precision and effectiveness. 

At the end of the monsoon season in the fall of 
1943, the Japanese occupied almost all of Burma. 
British forces held the line south of the Indian bor
der along the Bay of Bengal in the Arakan; a sec
ond British force was deployed from Tiddim along 
the Chindwin River in Central Burma; and in the 
north, Chinese, British, and small American ground 
forces protected the Ledo Road. From their bases 
in Burma, the Japanese, late in 1943, staged air 
raids against the Hump route, against airfields in 
Assam, and against Calcutta itself. 

The mission of Admiral Mountbatten, Supreme 
Allied Commander, Southeast Asia Command, was 
to protect, develop, and expand air and land com
munications between India and China, and to make 
whatever progress was possible with the limited re
sources at his disposal toward clearing the Japanese 
out of Burma. To carry out this mission, air su
premacy over Burma was essential, and to this end 
all RAF and AAF combat units on the Burma front 
were formed into the Eastern Air Command under 
Maj. Gen. George E. Stratemeyer. 

The Eastern Air Command's counter-air-force 
measures were successful. By early spring the Jap
anese were avoiding air combat. Their offensive 
raids against our ground forces and transports fly
ing the Hump route practically ceased. Today the 
character of the Japanese air effort in Burma con
tinues to he sporadic, reluctant, and ineffectual. 

In ground operations, however, the Japanese by 
no means relinquished the initiative they had pos
sessed since early in 1,942. Allied plans for advances 
into Central and Northern Burma were opposed by 



Japanese plans for an invasion of India. The result 
was a series of fiercely fought campaigns. 

In February 1944, a Japanese offensive enveloped 
the Indian Seventh Division in the Arakan. A year 
earlier, a similar maneuver had turned an AJlied 
offensive into a retreat to reestablish ground com
munications. This time the decision was made to 
stand and fight. Tenth Air Force Troop Carrier 
squadrons, led by Brig. Gen. William D. Old, and 
strengthened by planes of the Air Transport Com
mand, established an air line of supply for the Sev
enth Division of Lt. Gen. Slim's Army. Wounded 
were brought out by air. The Seventh fought its 
way clear, and the campaign which had threatened 
India itself ended with the lines stabilized. 

First Air Commando Group 
The accomplishments of the First Air Commando 

Group, under Col. Philip G. Cochran, represent one 
of the spectacular operations of the war. To dis
rupt the Japanese lines threatening General Stil
well's North Burma operations, the AAF trans
ports towed gliders, loaded with airborne engineers 
and equipment and infantry, more than 150 miles 
behind the Japanese lines. On the night of 5 March 
1944, the gliders landed at "Broadway," a clearing 
in the jungle, carrying 539 personnel, 3 mules, and 
29,000 pounds of stores. In 24 hours the engineers 
had built a strip on which transports were able to 
land with cargoes of troops, supplies, and pack ani
mals. Other trips behind the Japanese lines were 
soon made regularly for a period of 2 months. At 
the same time, long-range penetration groups, also 
supplied by air, slashed at the Japanese communi
cation lines. The Japanese airfields in the Manda
lay area were kept under continuous attack. 

The second Japanese offensive of 1944 came in 
the spring when they crossed the Chindwin in force, 
took Tiddim, and surrounded elements of the Four
teenth Army at Imphal and Kohima. As in the 
Arakan, traditional staff tactics again called for a 
retreat, but again it was decided to fight it out. The 
Eastern Air Command kept approximately 200,000 
troops supplied with food, ammunition, and equip
ment. In 758 sorties, transports flew an entire divi
sion, complete with pack animals, from the Arakan 
into Imphal. During the 80 days that Imphal was 
cut off, 28,120 tons of supplies and 61,000 men were 
flown in. The Japanese offensive was turned by the 
ground-air combination into a retreat, with three 
of their divisions virtually annihilated. 
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In the highly important capture of the Myitkyina 
airfield, Maj. ( then Brig.) Gen. Merrill's Maraud
ers were supplied by air. A few hours after the 
Myitkyina strip had been captured, troop-carrier 
planes were towing in gliders filled with Airborne 
Aviation Engineers and their specialized equip
ment. Within 5 hours, using miniature bulldozers 
and graders, the engineers had the field in shape 
for use by heavy transports. During this operation 
and for weeks later the field was under constant 
fire from Japanese snipers, machine guns, and light 
artillery. Nevertheless, the Myitkyina strip be
came one of the busiest in the world. From May 
through October the air lift into North Bu~ma by 
Maj. Gen. Davidson's Tenth Air Force totaled 
98,823 tons. More than 75,000 men were flown in, 
and over 10,000 casualties evacuated. 

While engaged in these operations, the Tenth 
Air Force also supplied air cooperation to General 
Stilwell's forces, the British 36th Division, and vari
ous Chinese units. Converted B- 24's of the Seventh 
Bombardment Group also flew more than 1,500,000 
gallons of aviation fuel from India to the gas
hungry Fourteenth Air Force. 

DATES OF INITIAL ATTACKS 

ON 

KURILE ISLANDS 

BY ELEVENTH AIR FORCE 

PARAMUSHIRU 750 MILES SEPTEMBER 1943 

0NNEK0TAN 625 MILES FEBRUARY 1944 

MATSUWA 100.0 MILES MARCH 1944 

SH1MU$HIRU 1100 MILES MA'I' 1944 

Scores of bombing, strafing, recoimaissance mis
sions have followed initial 11th Air Force attacks. 



THE AMERICAN SUPERFORTRESS 
Design, Development and 

Accomplishments of the B-29 
During the past year the B- 29 has progressed 

well into a new chapter in the history of the Army 
Air Forces. It has emerged as our most potent 
"softening-up" weapon for use against the inner 
zone and defenses of Japan. What was a handful 
of B-29 pilots a little over 12 months ago has grown 
into our global Twentieth Air Force. 

In 1939, when studies were star ted to determine 
just how to produce a bomber bigger, faster, and 
better than the B-17, the experimental XB-29 came 
into being. The following year its basic design 
was fully. agreed upon. In 1941 the numbers of 
them we would need was decided, and in December 
1942 the first of three prototypes for actual produc
tion of the Superfortress took to the air. By the 
end of December 1944, 2 years later, production 
was substantially under way. 

Building and perfecting superbomhers according 
to strict specifications was one problem. Training 
pilots, co-pilots, flight engineers, navigators, bom
bardiers, radio operators, and gunners to equally 
strict specifications was another. Starting with a 
nucleus of hand-picked battle-wise veterans, the 
58th Bombardment Wing, consisting of 4 groups 
of 30 aircraft each, was organized in June 1943 at 
Marietta, Ga. In November 1943, as part of the 
newly organized Twentieth Bomber Command, it 
continued its training at airfields in Kansas. 

B y the beginning of 1944 work had begun on the 
combat airfields to be used in India and China. 
Working with more than 700,000 native laborers 
and unaided by modern equipment, AAF engineers 
by mid-April had prepared five fields in India and 
four in China. A few weeks later the first B-29's 
and their crews arrived. During the month of 
April more than 20,000 men of the Service and 
tactical units reached the theater. On June 5th, 
just 2 days less than a year after the Army had 
flown a B- 29 for its first time, the 58th Wing took 
off on its first bombing mission to Bangkok, Thai
land. Then, on June 15th, as part of the newly 
formed Twentieth Air Force, they bombed Yawata 
and brought the attack directly to the Japanese 
homeland. 

On the 10th of August, the Superforts of the 
Twentieth Bomber Command staged the Iongest

( Continued on p . 68) 
Famous Mt. Fujiyama is seen through the nose of a 
Superfortress as it flies over J apan on the first mis-
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sion against Tokyo sin ce the visit of General Doo
little's medium bombers in April 1942. Bombs 
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were released over the primary target, the large 
Musashino aircraft plant, on 24 November 1944. 



Steam shovels cut down . two coral mountains on 
Saipan to obtain coral shavings needed for surfac-

To melt asphalt for topping the airstrips, Aviation 
Engineers rigged up an ingenious "homemade" 
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ing the B- 29 strips. Trucks in background haul 
coral away at the rate of one truck every 40 seconds. 

m elting plant (center) 'out of a Japanese su gar 
boiler, with a smokest ack made of welded oil drums. 



Ground crews at Saipan change engines on a B- 29. 
The work of these m echanics who keep the B- 29's 

Taking off for Tokyo, 100 Superfortresses line up 
on 24 November for the first Saipan-based missiop. 
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in condition for their missions to Japan is a vital 
contribution towards ultimate victory by the Allies. 

The primary target of these very heavy bombers 
was the important Musashino aircraft engine plant. 



The Japanese struck back at Isley Field, Saipan, in 
November, when 16 Zekes hit several of our B,-29's. 

( Continued from p. 64) 
range bombing operations in the history of aerial 
warfare, and wh~t was a joint operation covering 
the widest range between targets ever bombed 
simultaneously by a single organization. The tar
gets were Nagasaki and Palembang, the former in 
the Japanese homeland on the southern island of 
Kyushu and the latter at the outermost limit of 
the Japanese Empire on the island of Sumatra. 

• More than 3,000 miles, a distance approaching the 
span from New York to Paris, separated the targets. 
At Nagasaki the B- 29's struck at one of the vital 
links in Japan's weakening chain of shipping; at 
Palembang the target was equally vital- the crit
ical oil supplies of the Japanese air and sea forces. 

In November 1944, just after the Twentieth 
Bomber Command under Maj. Gen. Curtis E. Le
May had completed its seventeenth successful mis
sion, Brig. Gen. H. S. Ransell's Twenty-first 
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Here in the burning wreckage a B- 29 wing is coated 
by men with foamite, a chemical fire-extinguisher. 

Bomber Command, flying out of Isley Field on 
Saipan, joined forces with the Twentieth Bomber 
Command by striking the Japanese .mainland. On 
24 November they bombed Tokyo. By 9 January 
1945, Tokyo targets had been bombed six times. 
Maj. Gen. Curtis E. LeMay now heads the 21st 
Bomher '"C~riimand with Brig. Gen. Roger Ramey 
commanding the 20th Bomber Command. 

The building of our Twentieth Air Force sounds 
simple, but everything about the project was 
new- the aircraft, its tactical employment, even 
the basic idea of a global air fleet, directly under the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, with the executive direction 
by the Commanding General, Army Air Forces, 
able to participate in joint operations or to he as
signed to strike wherever the need is the greatest. 

Few aircraft developed by the aviation industry 
and the AAF ever posed more problems than the 
B-29. Its size alone was a major consideration-



This B- 29 got home safely after its No. 3 engine 
was damaged in a collision with a Japanese fighter 

in engineering, in production, and in testing. 
Time was another hurdle. It m eant producing 
the biggest bomber in the least time with a mini
mum of second-guessing and r edesign. Much of 
the credit for the solutions to these two problems 
rests with Maj. Gen. K. B. Wolfe and Brig. Gen. 
Laverne Saunders and their staffs. 

One of the most interesting aviation engineering 
feats of recent year s is the story of the development 
of the power plants used on the B-29. Over 2,000 
major and minor engineering changes have been 
made to date in getting this en gine to a point of 
practical combat perfection. 

Because of its giant size, the air frame of the B-29 
created thousands of other problems. Pressuriza
tion of the cabin was one of the biggest early head
aches. Pressure cabins had b een tried b efore 
with some success on other aircraft, but on a 
bomber the size of the B-29 the problem was tre-
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near Tokyo. Oddly enough , the enemy fighter 
caromed into another fighter and both went down. 

mendous. Today, in the giant bombers striking 
Japan, cabin pressure is efficiently maintained. 

With its 15,000 feet of electric wiring and elec
trically operated accessories, the B-29 is an elec
trical engineer's dream- and could have b een a 
m aintenance man's nightmare. It requires 129 
electric motors, 26 motor-generators, and 7 gener
ators to keep the B-29 flying, and each of these had 
to be designed for its specific job and built to stand 
up under varying conditions of climate and t em
perature with a minimum of care and r eplacement. 
There are some 55,000 numbered parts in ever y 
Superfortress. 

The B- 29 was designed to fly high, far, and fast. 
These very sp ecifications ruled out any immediate 
possibility of adequate fighter escort on most mis
sions. As a result, the B- 29 had to h e built as a 
self-sufficient airplane capable of defending itself 
against all comers. Out of this necessity grew the 



At Okayama on Formosa this big Japanese aircraft 
assembly, modification, and repair plant is shown 

central-fire-control system, the "magic little black 
box" that takes much of . the guesswork out 
of gunnery and has chalked up an unusually high 
rate of fighter kills for the B- 29. A m easure of the 
effectiveness of this fire-control system in keeping 
Japanese fighters at their distance is that in the first 
6 months of combat operations only 15 B- 29's were 
lost by enemy fighter action in the air. In contrast, 
102 Japanese planes were destroyed, 87 probably 
destroyed , and 156 seriously damaged in air combat. 

As mate riel and other problems were solved, pro
duction on the B- 29 was stepped up. For security 
reasons, actual production figures cannot be given. 
However, it can be said that as 1944 drew to a close 
each plant producing Superfortresses, and there are 
a number of them , was completing on the average of 
more than one B- 29 every 24 hours. As production 
increased, cost naturally decreased. The first B- 29 
cost $3,392,396.60. Those coming off the produc
tion lines today cost approximately $600,000. A 
total of 157,000 man-hours were required to pro
duce the first B- 29's to roll off the line; those pro
duced today require only '57,000 man-hours. De
spite the rush orders, the B-29 has been and is b eing 
brought up as an effective air weapon quickly and 
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on 14 October during a bombing attack by more 
than 100 B- 29.' s of 20th Air Force, based in China. 

surely. The work today is just as intensive as it 
was and improvements are still being made. 

The problems of training were no simpler than 
those of production. Speed again was the impor
tant factor. General Wolfe believed it was prac
ticable to work "the hugs" out of the new airplane 
simultaneously with production and training a•1.d 
thus save considerable time in the usual long jump 
from factory to combat. H e predicted that h e 
could save 6 months if he took the airplanes as they 
came off the assembly line and put them through 
strains equivalent to those of combat at the sam e 
time that transition training was in progress and 
the organization of the global Twentieth Air Force 
was in the mill. 

The attempt was approved and General Wolfe 
went to work. It was in this way that the 58th 
Wing and later the Twentieth Bomber Command 
came into being. By the time it was ready to ferry 
its aircraft to the China-India-Burma theater, the 
Twentie th Bomber Command was loaded with com
bat-exp erienced crews, yet no theater s of oper ation 
were raided to get this p ersonnel. Men who h ad 
completed their bombing missions abroad and who 
had completed their rest periods at home, both 



After three bombing attack s, one b y the Navy and 
two b y the 20th Air Force, Okayama's aircr aft plant 
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was knocked out, with its principal buildings d e
stroyed, and only small structures left st anding. 



officers and enlisted personnel, were selected. They 
were men who knew bombers, men who knew long
range flying, and men who knew the enemy. 

As the Twentieth Bomber Command moved into 
the theater of immediate operations in midspring, 
the Twenty-first Bomber Command moved into 
tra1nmg. Transition was already under way, but 
the job remained of knitting the men into experi
enced B-29 cr.ews. Placed under the jurisdiction 
of the Second Air Force, the lessons that had been 
learned by the Twentieth Bomber Command were 
passed along to the Twenty-first Bomber Command. 

Training, like the production and modification 
of the airplane, was a complicated process with 
speed impor~ant but not at the sacrifice of safety or 
thoroughness. 

By early autumn, with two Bomber Commands 
in the field, training began to flow through more 
normal channels. Transition training now is the 
job of the U. S. Army Air Forces Training Com
mand, while the Second Air Force continues to turn 
out the finished, experienced crews. By the end 
of 1944 B- 29 flying training was in progress on more 
than 15 airfields within the continental limits. 

Vital Maintenance and Service 
A global Air Force must have adequate bases, a 

continual flow of parts and supplies, and a fool
proof system of rapid-fire maintenance. One exam
ple of how this was and is accomplished has to do 
with our installations on the island of Saipan. 

The operation was typical. On 30 June 1944, 
D-plus- 5-Day, the first Air Force Service Com
mand units landed on Japanese-held Saipan to the 
accompaniment of hostile sniping, heavy artillery 
fire from nearby Tinian, and strafing attacks from 
enemy aircraft. For a time, the guns of those 
service units were the only antiaircraft defense on 
the field and their half-tracks had to maintain a 
constant patrol to prevent enemy infiltration. 
Thirty days later, Isley Field on Saipan was han
dling what was one of the greatest volumes of Army, 
Navy, and Marine air traffic in the entire central 
Pacific area. 

In order to support, supply, and maintain the 
Superfortresses in their raids on Japan, we organ
ized new and streamlined maintenance service 
units. When AAF engineers had put the finishing 
touches on the airdromes on Saipan, these groups 
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made their way ashore and began setting up their 
shops. In less than 3 weeks, their servicing facili
ties were in full operation providing aircraft with 
maintenance and repair. 

But even with such a streamlined organization, 
co1J1bat units sometimes get ahead of their service 
units. To forestall any such break-down, we have 
organized aircraft repair ships- floating mainte
nance and repair shops manned by experienced air
plane mechanics, propeller specialists, sheet metal 
workers, and other skilled craftsmen who can be 
moved to any spot where they are needed. Such a 
ship designed to service B-29's carries a stock of 
137,000 spare parts for the Superfortresses and can 
do just about any repair job necessary to keep the 
big bombers flying against Japan. 

Strategically, except for the much greater dis
tances involved, the B-29 is being employed against 
Japan in much the same way that our B-17's and 
B-24's are being used against Germany-to destroy 
the enemy's ability to fight by destroying his pro
duction of critical war equipment and his facilities 
for transporting this equipment. 

The problem of destroying Japan's industrial 
power is not a simple one. Japan is not a group of 
moderately small islands covered with inflammable 
paper houses as many people seem to think. In 
the past 2 years she has seized a tremendous supply 
of resources and has had time to build up reserves. 
Her inner empire-the islands plus Korea and 
Manchuria-covers more than 730,000 square miles 
and constitutes a highly developed, almost s~lf
sufficient · industrial and agricultural unit three 
times the size of Germany. 

The B-29 strikes thus far have ·been a series of 
"firsts" and "mosts"-the longest daylight raid ever 
accomplished, the largest bomb load ever carried 
by individual aircraft, the widest field of operation 
for a single organization. By 31 December 1944, 
the Twentieth Air Force had completed 39 strikes. 
These strikes, some large, some small, are continu
ing on almost a daily basis. 

During 1944, the B-29 and the Twentieth Air 
Force brought the war home to the Japanese peo
ple. Although our air offensive is still only in its 
early phases, the citizen of Tokyo or Nagoya has 
already begun to have an inkling of the cost and 
destructiveness of modern war. In the not too dis
tant future he will be impressed with its full 
meaning. 
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Section 3 
RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND WELFARE 

Rapid Developments in the Sciences 
Reveal the Need for Continuing Research 

One of the lessons that the war has driven home to 
the Nation is the necessity for continuing research 
and development, not only in engineering, but in 
all phases of military activity. The battle of the 
laboratories and factories and test bases has not 
been an easy one. Men have been killed and 
wounded in its campaigns, but that we are winning 
is evident in the reports which come back daily 
from our forces scattered over the world. It cannot 
be too strongly emphasized that our superiority is 
due not only to the weight of our production, but 
also to the kind of our production. 

Jet Propulsion 
First of all, I should like to mention our work 

with planes which fly by jet propulsion and to set 
down something of their history. 

During a stay in England early in 1941 I had 
occasion to examine various research and develop
ment projects on gas turbines and jet propulsion 
for aircraft. The possibilities of this new means of 
aircraft power led to the decision that we must 
initiate a similar gas-turbine and jet-propulsion 
program in this country without delay. To acceler
ate such a program from the start it was thought 
advisable to procure from England the production 
rights as well as the physical article of an engine 
which had already b een successfully test flown
this was the Whittle engine. 

Flyers learn the rigors of high altitude in tests of 
oxygen masks and winter clothing in the cold 
chamber at Aero Medical Laboratory, Wright Field. 
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Therefore, on Thursday, 4 September 1941, an 
initial conference was held in AAF Headquarters 
to determine the feasibility and desirability of 
going into immediate production in this country on 
the English Whittle engine project, as well as to 
determine which airplane manufacturer was at that 
time best qualified to carry out the jet propulsion 
development in conjmiction with the General Elec
tric Co., which had had extensive experience with 
steam turbines and turbo superchargers. Present 
at this conference were (the then) Maj. Gen. Carl 
Spaatz, Maj. Gen. 0. P. Echols, and other members 
of the Air Staff as well as Messrs. Muir, Shoults, 
Sevenson, Jr., and Puffer of General Electric. After 
an examination of the preliminary data and draw
ings rece.ived from England, General Electric 
agreed that it would be possible to produce a dupli
cate engine in 6 months with two more engines in 
an additional 2 months, the latter two engines to he 
flight articles. The vital n ecessity for absolute 
secrecy was stressed. A cable was dispatched to 
England to obtain complete information. It was 
further decided to invite Mr. Bell, of the Bell Air
craft Corporation, to Washington the following 
morning. 

On Friday, 5 September 1941, Mr. Bell and his 
chief en gineer, Mr. H. M. Poyer, reported to m y 
office, together with Mr. Shoults of General Electric 
and the AAF officers present the day before. The 
proposition was presented to Mr. Bell and after a 
brief discussion h e stated his desire to participate 
in the project. It was then decided to build 15 
engines, and 3 twin-engined airplanes designated 



as XP-59A. The Bell and General Electric com
panies were to work in close collaboration. The 
contracts, under absolute secrecy, were prepared by 
(the then) AAF Materiel Command. Col. D. J. 
Keirn was project officer. · 

Never has a plane been built in this country 
under greater secrecy. At both General Electric 
and Bell, the men who worked on the project were 
investigated even as to their personal habits, so that 
not even through careless conviviality could men
tion of the project leak out. The workers were seg
regated in blacked out, heavily guarded buildings ; · 
even so, some of the workers were unaware of what 
they were doing. For instance, the men at Bell who 
were fabricating the wing sections · were never 
allowed to see the fuselage. A year later the first 
jet plane was disassembled, crated, and sent west 
with military police riding on the train with it. On 
the b ed of a dry lake in the Western desert it was 
.put together, ground tested and flown. 

The plane was a success. 
We have learned many things since then about 

jet propulsion. The absence of vibration and 
engine noise makes for less pilot fatigue. It ap
pears that the planes are outstandingly safe- the 
use of kerosene as a fuel greatly reduces the fire 
hazard, and the low center of gravity facilitates 
braking and minimizes ground looping. The jet 
engine is of simple construction-it has only about 
10 percent of the moving p arts of the usual recipro
cating engine, it has no ignition system, no carbu
retor, no automatic throttle control and since there 
is no propeller, there is no need for prop controls 
and instruments. No warm-up of the engine is 
needed-a highly desirable feature militarily. 

Since that first P- 59 many other jet planes have 
been projected, built, flown. So rapid has b een our 
advance that the P- 59 is today classed as a trainer. 
Information on our latest type of jet-propelled air
plane will h e made public as soon as the security 
considerations permit. 

Radar Developments 
Owing to the continued black-out of technical 

details and the tactical use of radar devices, it is 
impossible to do more at this time than to c~ll 
attention to the fact that the AAF, in collaboration 
with other services, has made many important con
tributions to the development of this potent 
weapon which has done so much to increase our 
effectiveness on all fronts. 
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Global Weather Forecasting 
To match strides with aviation, AAF · weather 

forecasting has become global in coverage. The 
usefulness of such an analysis was apparent when 
the Weather Division was requested by the Com
manding General of the Twentieth Air Force to 
forecast the weather for the movement of the B- 29's 
from their United States bases to their operational 
bases in China, a flight of more than half the dis
tance around the globe. Forecasts for this flight 
called for weather analysis over an area much 
greater than that covered by any single chart then 
in existence. 

The Weather Division, probably having more 
raw weather reports than any other weather organi
zation, began the preparation of a northern hemis
pheric analysis four times daily. To the best of our 
knowledge this is the first continuous and compre
hensive analysis of current hemispheric weather 
ever attempted by any weather agency. Copies of 
these charts are now being furnished daily to the 
U. S. Weather Bureau and to the Navy. The anal
ysis also is transmitted daily to the various war 
theaters throughout the world. 

This extended forecast service, covering the en
tire globe, still did not completely fill AAF needs. 
This service, based on short-term requirements, did 
not furnish information concerning the probable 
weather conditions for future operations, a knowl
edge of which is essential in long-term planning. 
To answer these and · similar questions, a new tech- -
nique was necessary. After considerable research, 
the Weather Division evolved a new method in 
weather investigation - "synoptic climatology." 
This technique demanded the acquisition and han
dling of great quantities of past weather data, a 
problem which was solved b y the use of Interna-

. tional Business Machines. Once all ~f the avail
able weather data had been "punched" on IBM 
cards, the establishment of any weather relation
ships demanded by military operations could be 
readily performed. At the end of 1944, the Weath
er Division had in its files 3-S,000,000 cards (105 tons 
of them) representing weather observations for 
between 2,000 and 3,000 weather stations over the 
world. 

Mobile Weather Stations 
It is perhaps not generally known that mobile 

weather stations mounted on jeeps and trucks are 



now operating in Italy, France, and in the Pacific. 
These units go ashore with the first troops, since 
·their operations are vital to tactical air operations, 
bombardment, and the like. One of the first mobile 
units landed at Salerno, when the going was rough, 
and was in operation soon enough to send back in
formation for the timing of air operations from 
North Africa in support of this landing. These out
fits supply information to the ground and naval 
forces as well. 

In the Southwest Pacific the weather men go in, 
· carrying their equipment on their backs, if neces
sary, through the jungles. Weather and communi
cations men usually work together as a team. Each 
new landing strip we put down must have a weather 
station in operation at once to make missions effec
tive. There are some problems in the Pacific which 
do not exist in Europe, such as large areas where no 
stations exist, great distances, longer missions which 
require longer forecasts, and the like. Weather sta
tions in the Pacific are operating in jungles, on 
mountain tops of the Himalayas, and the plateau of . 
central China. The weather men may enable an 
outfit to make 11 missions on the gas for 10, by using 
tailwinds. This can he of great importance to an 
outfit flying on the China side of the Hump. 

New Forecast Techniques 
These strides in weather forecasting on a global 

scale have been made possible by the use of elec
tronics. Two of its principal applications are: 

1. The utilization of high frequency radio in 
storm detection. This has resulted in the detection 
of storm types containing turbulence which is apt 
to he dangerous to airplanes in flight, or productive 
of hailstorms. These storms are picked up within 
the range of the equipment. 

2. The .determination of upper air winds by the 
reflecting principle. By utilizing a gas-filled bal
loon to carry a suitable reflector aloft, the direction 
and movement of upper air winds can he deter
mined by tracking with ground equipment the 
reflector as it moves with the wind layers aloft. 
This principle enables the determination of upper 
winds under conditions which prevent the utiliza
tion of the visual methods heretofore used. 

As an illustration of the mounting uses of its 
various information, the Weather Division recently 
demonstrated that the winds, density, and tempera
ture of the atmosphere could be forecast to a suffi-
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cient degree of certainty for short periods of time 
so as to give greater accuracy in ground force artil
lery firing than that obtained by using the standard 
artillery ballistic tables. This test was carried out 
at Pine Camp, New York, with an officer from the 
Weather Division preparing the forecasts. This 
officer is now stationed in the European theater and 
is issuing daily forecasts for use in artillery firing. 

Rockets Used by Aircraft 
A number of new weapons have been developed 

during the past year. Following is a description of 
some of them. 

Airborne rockets weire first used in the Army Air 
Forces by the Fourteenth Air Force in China during 
March. These 4½-inch rockets were fired from 
tubes mounted on fighter planes. Targets were 
Japanese supply dumps, hangars, parked aircraft, 
bridges, and river boats and other transports. In 
July the Ninth Air Force first used in combat the 
new 5-inch HV AR rockets, with zero rail installa
tions, developed by the National Defense Research 
Committee for the Navy. Employed against loco
motives, tanks, armored cars, gun emplacements, 
and concrete defenses from P-47's, these rockets 
proved extremely effective. In the Mediterranean 
theater P-47's firing 4½-inch rockets from tubes at 
point-blank range have been used for ground-air 
operations. They have also been successful' on 
targets of opportunity. The Tenth Air Force has 
recently r eported from Burma that 12 launcher 
tubes have been mounted on B- 25's and that these 
aircraft have been very effective against ground 
targets. At the present time the Army "Air Forces 
are cooperating with the Office of the Chief of Ord
nance in ·the development and adaptation of still 
more powerful rockets for use by -aircraft. Far 
more extensive use of existing types of rockets is 
also anticipated during 1945. 

Frangible Bullets 
• 

Not all of our weapons end up in actual combat. 
Recently our engineers were asked to design a bul
let which could he fired at our own men. What was 
wanted was ammunition, which, in training, could 
he fired at a lightly armored plane without injuring 
the crew. In use, the ship would fly evasively while 
attacking fighters would fire these "safe" bullets at 
it. It took time to evolve and produce a plastic .30 



ATC ROUTES- The Air Transport Command 
opened new routes and greatly increased its volume 
of operations in 1944. Totaling ferrying and trans-
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port, the ATC now flies approximately 51,000,000 
miles a month, or about 70 times around the world 
at the Equator each 24 hours. In 1944 some 560,000 



tons of high:priority military passengers, cargo, and 
mail were carried, with most of the passengers 
traveling foreign routes. Some 3,500,000,000 l et-
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ters were flown to and from military p ersonnel in 
1944. Casualties and vital cargoes for war produc
tion were brought back from overseas. See p. 82. 



caliber bullet which was frangible-that is, would 
break up upon contact with the target without 
penetrating it and which could he used on armor as 
light as a 1/s-inch dural plate. It is now in the final 
development stage and will very shortly be incor
porated into our entire flexible gunnery program. 
The aerial gunners who are already using frangible 
bullets are learning to shoot far more accurately. 

Robot Bombs 
We do not in any way underestimate the impor

tance of the V-1 robot bomb developed by the 
Germans. Shortly after they began to land in Eng
land we collected fairly undamaged parts from 
duds and sent them to Air Technical Service Com
mand headquarters at Wright Field where the ro
homh was completely reconstructed. We have or
dered large quantities of these bombs for test firing. 
Modified and improved models will soon he avail
able for possible use-this time by the Allies. 

Compacs 
Based on experience gained in the invasion of 

Sicily and Italy, special aircraft supply compacs 
were worked out for the invasion of France. Each 
compac supplied a complete airdrome for 30 days, 
and was loaded into special trucks. These trucks 
went across with the invasion and rolled up to the 
airdrome where the drivers simply lifted the lids 
on the various boxes and went into business. Each 
airfield, therefore, had its own mobile warehouses. 
As the combat group moved forward across France, 
the trucks simply folded their canvas at night and 
drove on to set up business next morning on the 
new advanced airdrome. 

For the invasion of small islands in the Centrai 
and Southwest Pacific, 1- and IO-day repair pack
ups were designed and prepacked for various types 
of airplanes. It will he remembered that our Air 
Forces began landing on one end of many airfields 
while fighting was still going on at the other. The 
logistics of taking in large quantities of supplies, 
as well as troops and equipment by boat, made it 
imperative that the first landings take an absolute 
minimum of airplane-repair supplies. The I-day 
pack-up was put ashore at the first practical 
moment. As soon as the airfield was secured, the 
IO-day pack-ups went in. The IO-day pack-up was 
usually sufficient to keep the airplanes assigned to 
that strip flying until all resistance on the island 
ceased and the regular stores could he brought in. 
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Runway Surfacing 
Steel pierced-plank has continued to perform 

outstandingly in all theaters of operation. Produc
tion of this type of runway surfacing totals 662,000,-
000 square feet to date, a quantity sufficient to sur
face a 4-lane motor highway from New York to 
San Francisco. During 1944, 589,000,000 square 
feet have been shipped overseas. This quantity 
would be sufficient to surface 785 · runways 150 by 
5,000 feet in size. 

In anticipation of airborne operations, alumi
num pierced-plank has been developed under the 
direction of the Air Engineer during the past year, 
the first overseas shipment being in September. 
Requirements from the theaters for aluminum mat, 
for this year and next, already total 18,000,000 
square feet, or enough to surface ten B- 29 runways. 
The 45,000,000 pounds of aluminum needed for 
these mats is equal to one-seventh of the entire 
United States production of aluminum in 1939. 
The aluminum-pierced plank was developed to per
mit transportation by air to advance airfield sites. 
Due to the lighter weight, an aluminum mat can he 
laid in approximately one-half the time required 
for steel. Results of tests indicate that the alumi
,num mat is comparable to the standard steel mat, if 
not superior. 

Testing of lllateriel 
Experience in all branches of the military serv

ice has demonstrated many times that only when 
there exists an agency to represent the using organ
izations will there be adequate, realistic testing of 
materiel. The highly specialized . qualities of air
craft make such an agency doubly important; we 
must assume as a matter of course that the proper 
use of developments comes from the closest of coor-

Every air-crew member knows that the success of 
his mission depends as much on AAF personnel on 
the ground as it does on the air crew's skill. Each 
member of the AAF helps to drop the bomb on the 
target. A large share of the task of maintaining 
effective combat organizations overseas falls upon 
the members of the First, Second, Third, Fourth, 
and Sixth Air Forces, within the continental limits. 
Theirs is the twofold function of hemisphere de
fense and advanced training for particular combat 
operations abroad. The success of missions in 
all theaters would ·not he possible without them. 
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dination between AAF men in the field and AAF 
men in research. Thus for some years there has 
been established in northwest Florida the Proving 
Ground Command, whose functions have proved of 
aid to our fighting wings. 

The work of this command is indicated in this 
example: A very complete series of tests has been 
conducted on the B-29 Superfortress. From a tech
nical point of view, all of these B- 29 tests are of 
interest, hut from the point of view of practical 
effect on the war effort, it is believed the most 
important are those relating to the investigation of 
the radius of action of this powerful weapon under 
combat conditions. 

Prior to any operation of B- 29 airplanes against 
the Japanese, A- 3 of the Twentieth Air Force sur
veyed the targets that were believed to he in range 
of the available bases in China. Insufficient range 
data on the B- 29 made it difficult to determine 
which targets could he attacked, since most of the 
targets were in Japan proper. The requirements 
for these missions were brought to the Proving 
Ground Command. All factors were considered 
and simulated combat missions were scheduled. 

As nearly as possible, these flights were flown in 
the United States in the same manner as they would 

he later in China. Terrain over the route to and 
from the target was considered; during the flights, 
the gunners were alerted and constantly practiced 
tracking with the central fire-control system; in the 
target area, amn1unition was fired to simulate de
fense against attack by fighters; and at the simu
lated-target area, the bomb load was dropped and 
retirement made at high speed, using evasive tac
tics. A number of these flights were made and the 
data secured was sent directly to the theater of 
operations. Re~ommendations for airplane 
changes were made as the flights progressed and 
were incorporated into planes then in production. 

The data available on high gross weight opera
tion at the time was also limited. After operation 
of the airplane at gross weights beginning at 
100,000 pounds, a recommendation was ultimately 
made to limit the gross weight at take-off to 135,000 
pounds for operational flying- a figure far above 
the original design gross weight. Data r esulting 
from these tests concerning minimum airdrome ·re
quirements was relayed to the construction agencies 
in the theater. After it was conclusively proved 
that one airplane could complete a given flight, the 
same flight was attempted with a formation of 
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three airplanes. By application of experience 
gained on previous single aircraft flights, this pro
cedure proved successful. Here again, greatly 
needed information was given to the combat thea
ter, and Proving Ground Command's data on for
mation flying characteristics and fttel consumption 
was used on the first daylight mission to Japan. 

Further Development of the A TC 
Our Air Transport Command has pioneered in 

intercontinental transportation, and the aid of the 
commercial airlines in this work, particularly in its 
earlier phases, has been acknowledged with appre
ciation many times. There is no substitute for the 
day-to-day experience and operational "know-how" 
which is gained by large-scale operations. 

It can now be stated that the Air Transport Com
mand has delivered a total of 40,000 planes overseas 
up to 1 January 194'5. In 1942 it was flying 4,800,-
000 miles a month in ferrying operations, by 1943 
the rate was 12,500,000 a month, and in 1944 
through November it was 21,872,000 miles a month. 
A TC flew 28,000,000 miles a month in transport 
operations in 1944, or 340,000,000 miles for the 
year. Totaling ferrying and transport operations, 
the ATC flies about 51,000,000 miles a month, or 
approximately 70 times around the world at the 
equator each 24 hours. 

In 1944 some 560,000 tons of high priority pas
sengers, cargo, and mail were carried by A TC and 
most of the 1,200,000 passengers flew over foreign 
routes. Some 80,000,000 pounds of mail, or more 
than 3,500,000,000 letters were included in this 
total. The ATC network of routes now totals 
161,000 miles of which 118,900 is b eyond the conti
nental United States. A plane is crossing the Atlan
tic every 13 minutes, carrying whole blo? d for the 
wounded, along with vital personnel and cargo, and 

Since Air Evacuation began in 1942, a total of 
700,000 sick and wounded have been evacuated b y 
the Troop Carrier and Air Transport Command. 
525,000 were flown in 1944. Despite the large 
number of critically wounded cases evacuated from 
the fronts, the low death rate in. flight of 7 per 100,-
000 patient trips has b een maintained, thanks in 
good measure to flight nurses and medical flight 
technicians. Over half of all patients are from 
Army Ground and Service Forces ; almost one-third 
from the Allies; and the remainder are from the 
Navy, Marines, and the Army Air Forces. 
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The mission of AACS, AAF ... 
The Army Airways Communications System ( AACS) is 

a global AAF organization operating oeronputicol radio 
and wire communication facilities and navigational aids 
along military airways. Principal types of AACS facili
ties ore: 

I . Fixed aeronautical point-to-point and ground-to 
oir stations. 

2. Airdrome control towers .• 

3. Radio aids to air navigation such" as radio ranges 
(beams). radio homing, radar beacons, and 
marker beacons, direction finders, and instrument 
landing devices. 

4. Aeronautical land-line facilit ies and teletype 
stations. 

5. Fixed radio stations for the transmission and 
collection of weather information. 

b. Cryptographic sections and message centers . 

The world-wide organ1zotion of the AACS is assigned to 
Hq AAF, supervised by Hq AACS, AAF, Asheville, N. C. 



bringing hack casualties. In 1944 the A TC carried 
an estimated 130,000 patients, from the Ground, 
Service, Air Forces, Navy, and Allies. 

Thousands of pounds of military cargo are flown 
by ATC over the Hump from India to China each 
month. During one 24-hour period some 2,500,000 
pounds of freight were flown, or one flight every 
2½ minutes. From foreign countries the planes 
have brought hack vital war materials for domestic 
production such as tungsten for armor, shells, and 
filaments; mercury for detonators; tin; industrial 
diamonds; mica, and many other cargoes. 

The above are regular cargoes. Here are some 
emergency ones: 

In January 1944 the Navy required additional 
engine parts on short notice for landing craft in 
the Pacific. Within 24 hours the ATC flew 5 tons 
of the parts to Hawaii. In May 1944 the ATC di
verted 11 planes to carry an emergency cargo of 
55,000 pounds of mine-cutting equipment to the 

This humorous impression of the plan for process
ing AAF personnel from the European theater 
while in the U. S. en route to the Pacific was drawn 
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United Kingdom for use on D- Day. In June 1944 
the WPB said there was only enough of a certain 
critical material on hand to keep radio-radar pro
duction going for 2 weeks. The A TC diverted three 
C-46's from the Central African Division to lift 
23,000 pounds of the material in India, and the first 
lots reached Miami 4 days later. As fast as they 
could he manufactured at Edgewood Arsenal, Air 
Transport Command rushed mortar propellant 
charges to Paris to help check the German break
through in December-} anuary. Seventy thousand 
pounds of this vital cargo was delivered in the 
European theater 2 days after it left the factory. 

Civilians in the AAF 
The AAF is greatly indebted to its 422,000 civil

ians, who have made many contributions to the 
war effort. In the past 15 months, 43,830 sugges
tions to save time, labor, and material were sub
mitted by AAF personnel, mostly by its civilians. 

by an artist in uniform who had been through it. 
Due to war demands, it will probably not he pos
sible to send all AAF personnel through the U. S. 



7 DEC 41 THRU 31 DEC 44 

LOST IN AERIAL COMBAT VS GERMANY 6 989 
LOST IN AERIALC -0-MB_A_T ~ JA_PA_N~,-1-.::..rl £8.6-". 

_ Lo_sT_B_Y_AN_r_1-A_1R_cR_AF_T_v~s _GE'--RM_A_NY----+-"'""5::;:., __ QQ2_ 
LOST BY ANTI-AIRCRAFT VS JAPAN 440 

_ DE_sT_R_oY __ ED._O_N_G...,..RO+--U-ND_v_s_G_ER_M_AN_Y---+-----'Q2 __ 

DESTROYED ON GROUND VS JAPAN 

LOST BY OTHER CAUSES " VS GERMANY 

A box score reflects accomplishments only in part. 
We flew far more sorties than the enemy. Many 
were unopposed, th e foe conservin~ his planes, 
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7 DEC 41 THRU 31 DEC 44 

DESTROYED IN AERIAL COMBAT 24,393 
PROB. DESTROYED IN AERIAL COMBAT 6,294 

DAMAGED IN AERIAL COMBAT 8,569 
----------... -~+-~ 

DESTROYED ON GROUND 7,153 

PROBABLY DESTROYED ON GROUND 730 
DAMAGED ON GROUND 

while ours fought weather, A-A, and other hazards. 
The true test of an air force lies in its strategic bom
bardment accomplishments and tactical results. 



More than 10 percent were adopted, with $170,000 
paid for them. It is estimated that they have rf 
sulted in annual monetary savings of $12,000,000. 

Sixty-eight AAF civilians have been awarded the 
emblem of Meritorious Civilian Service and 21 the 
emblem for Exceptional Civilian Service. One 
civilian technician invented and licensed to the 
Government without royalty the sliding bomb hay 
doors with which B-24 Liberators and Navy PB4Y's 
are equipped. Two other civilians working as a 
team invented a propeller straightening machine 
with which more than 25,000 propellers have been 
repaired in all theaters of war at an estimated sav
ing to the AAF of $1,300,000. While these contri
butions are perhaps more dramatic than the daily 
performance of the average AAF civilian, they 
typify the earnest effort of all AAF civilian em
ployees. 

At this point, it might be added that the excellent 
records of civilian employees iil the aircraft fac
tories are so well recorded in the newspapers that 
they require no further commendation here. 

New Planes 
It is the policy of the AAF not to announce any 

new planes until they have been put to combat. 
However, since mention in the newspapers has been 
made of the B-35, B-36, and B-42, it seems right 
to announce that these are bombers which we ex
pect to he more powerful and capable than those· 
now in operation. 

Developments in Aviation Medicine 
The contribution of medical service to tactical 

success is not only proper care for the sick and 
wounded, but also includes measures to protect and 
improve the efficiency of combat airmen and to pre
vent casualties from occurring. 

Blacking out of vision has limited the sharpness 
of turns and pull-outs which fighter pilots have 
been able to withstand ever since World War I. 
The black-out is due to the pull of gravity ( G) on 
the blood stream when the direction in which the 
body is moving suddenly changes so that the blood's 
weight is thrown from h ead to feet. The heart is 
unable to pump sufficient blood to the brain when 
the pull of G causes blood to pool in the abdomen 
and legs. 

During World War II, both the Allied and Axis 
air forces have experimented with various methods 
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which would combat black-out. Since the pursuit 
airplane is able to withstand more G than the 
human body, the pilot with superior G tolerance 
should be able to outmaneuver the enemy. The 
earliest workable G suits were introduced by the 
Canadian and Australian air forces, followed 
closely by the U. S. Navy. '.fhe AAF modified and 
adapted the 18-pound Navy suit after extensive 
tests on the human centrifuge at the Aero Medical 
Laboratory, Wright Field, Ohio, and evolved the 
G-3 suit. This is, in essence, a pair of pneumatic 
pants weighing 2 pounds and containing air blad
ders which automatically fill with compressed air 
from the airplane's vacuum instrument pump. The 
pressure is released when the airplane levels off. 
The effect of the air pressure in the bladder is to 
keep the blood from rushing to the lower extremi
ties of the body and pooling there. While the extra 
G tolerance provided the pilot is theoretically lim
ited, fighter pilots wearing the_ suit have never re
ported a complete black-out. 

Several thousand G suits were shipped overseas 
to fighter groups in 1944, and, unlike many items of 
personal protective equipment, they achieved im
mediate popularity among the men who have to 
wear them. Pilots have contributed case histories 
of kills attributed to the extra margin of clear
headedness the G suit gave them during pull-outs 
and turns. Equally important, the device reduces 
the fatigue frequently resulting from aerobatics. 

The Flak Suit 
More than 600,000 flak suits and helmets have 

been procured for the Army Air Forces by the 
Army Ordnance Department since this type of body 
armor for bomber crews was originated in the 
Eighth Air Force by Brig. Gen. Malcolm C. Grow. 
A flak suit, made of overlapping steel shingles in a 
quilt-like cover, was designed to protect the vital 
areas of the body after it was observed that low
velocity shell fragments from aptiaircraft and air
craft cannon were responsible for 79 percent of all 
wounds occurring among heavy bomber crews. 
Original models of the flak suit and h elmet have 
been improved by a number of modifications. 
Body armor has been provided for every bomber 
crew member, and skepticism among fliers as to its _ 
value has largely disappeared. Eighth Air Force 
studies showing the value of body armor in combat 
have been supplemented by new figures from the 
Fifteenth Air Force. 



The AAF is now battle testing a new combat h el
met, also developed by General Grow, with excel
lent results thus far. Unlike the conventional one
piece model, this h elmet is a flexible, five-piece, 
close-fitting helmet. The older t ype weighed 3 
pounds, the new one weigh s 2 pounds, 'but experi
ments are being made with thicker steel. Visibility 
is improved. In battle tests the Grow h elmet has 
shown that it has notable advantages ; if further 
tests confirm them, it will be generally used by the 
AAF. 

Aviation Psychology 
The RAF p aid the AAF a compliment in 1944 b y 

adopting our syst em of air-cr ew selection and classi
fication. Our psychological testing procedures 
were also adopted b y the Free Fren ch. 

The b attery of 20 p sychological tests u sed for 
classifying all candidates for pilot, n avigator, b om 
bardier, and aerial gunn ery t raining h ave p roved 
valid in predicting not only an aviation cadet 's 
chance for winning his wings but also the flier 's 
ch an ce for combat su ccess. In a follow-up study of 
both b omber an d fighter pilots in the European 
th eater, i t was determined th at pilots who h ad 

Total t onn age of bombs dropped on en em y objec
tives by th e AAF showed an increase in 1944. 
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scored highest in the p sychological tests adminis
t&ed before they learned to fly tended to b e rated 
by the squadron commanders as most successful in 
combat. Likewise, those who had the minimum 
acceptable scores appeared to b e most frequently 
" n1issing in action." 

The Aviation P sychology program in the p ast 
year has b een extended to a point where it contrib
~tes to the number of bombs which hit within the 
tar get areas. It has b een observed that bombing 
accuracy, as far as the human ele1nent is concerned, 
depends lar gely upon the ability of the n avigator t o 
set a course to the target area and upon the abilit~
of the bombardier to identify the target and direct 
his bombs to it. The practice of u sing P athfinder 
airplanes to m ark a target and of the un its of a 
form ation to drop thei r bombs on a signal from th e 
lead air p lane places a premium on the proficiency 
of the lead n avigator and th e lead bombardier. 

T o aid the commanding offi cer s of h eavy bom
b ardment groups in selecting the m en best q ualified 
for th ese k ey positions, psych ological aptitude and 
proficien cy tests h ave been adopted and are now 
rot}tine in th e E uropean theater. A detachm ent of 

Total number of sorties flown by th e AAF in 1944 
sh owed an upturn, compared with p revious years. 



aviation psychologists studied bomb strike photo
graphs in a 3-months' series of missions against 
Germany and found a definite correlation between 
the accuracy of lead bombardiers and the original 
aptitude t est scores they had received a year or 
more before, when they were untrained. The Avia
tion P sychology program has paid off in time, lives, 
a nd money saved, and through its selection of the 
rnw material has aided in the establishment of an 
e ffective combat air force. This has been done at 
a total cost of less than $5 per candidate t ested. 

Altitude 1'raining and Personal 
Equipment 

The personnel mainly responsible for training 
fliers in the efficient use of oxygen masks, electri
cally heated suits, and other personal equipment 
are the Aviation Physiologists of. the AAF altitude 
training program and the Personal Equipment Offi
cers who are assigned to each tactical unit to preach 
the gospel of survival. During the past year air 
crew trainees wer e indoctrinated in the physiology 
o f fligh t in 65 altitude, or l9w-pressure, chambers at 
the rate of 58,000 per month. E ach airman is 

R eflecting larger aerial operations, the total rounds 
of AAF ammunition fired in 1944 increased. 
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required to make three chamber "flights," the 
highest to a "pressure altitude" of 38,000 feet, to 
learn the n eed of rigid oxygen discipline to prevent 
anoxia, or oxygen want, at high altitude. 

The contribution made b y the aviation physi
ologist and the p ersonal equipment officer, sup
ported hy aero-medical re1,earch, may h e judged by 
the thousands of missions flown over Europe at alti
tudes of 20,000 to 30,000 feet without anoxia inci
dent, and hy the anoxia accident statistics of the 
Eighth Air Force. The anoxia accident r ate among 
h eavy bomber crew m embers was r educed in a 1-
year period from 116 p er 100,000 man missions to 
23. Meanwhile the fatality rate for anoxia dropped 
from 22 per 100,000 man missions to 7. 

Rehabilitation and Welfare 
F lying day after day against the enem y, dodging 

flak bursts, and shooting it out with en em y fi ghters 
has produced a type of war-weariness n ew to the 
American airman. On long missions the pilot_, 
bombardier, tail gunner, and other 1nembers of the 
team must b e on the alert for 8 or 10 hours, watch
ing, thinking, planning, shooting, administering 
first aid, and sweating out the long trek home. 

Th e total production of U. S. aircraft, by weight in 
pounds, by year s- a tribute to American enterprise. 



Flying Safety · Record 
Twenty years' accumulation of experien ce, b y a comparatively 
small and fixed group of m en, brought the AAF accident rate 
down to 51 p er 100,000 hours in 1940. Expansion introduced 
a new and enormous bloc of inexperien ce, which would tend to 
reproduce the situation of the early 'Twenties. Vigorous pre-
ventive m easures were t aken against the exp ected rise. The 
degree of su ccess can b e m easured by the fact that the accident 
r ate has been h eld down and n ew all-time lows attained. 
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Combat wears men down. This war has now been 
going on twice as long as the last one. Replace
ment combat crews are shipped to the war theaters 
each month to relieve weary crews who return to 
the United States for rest and rehabilitation. To 
date over 100,000 AAF officers and men have come 
home on rotation from overseas. If personnel are 
so valuable that they cannot he spared for rota
tion, they are sometimes given 30-day leave in the 
United States. 

Overseas, combat crews become tight teams, each 
man trusting and supporting the other members. 
When a man has gone through combat with a group, 
he develops a dependency upon them as a team. 
Theref~re, when a man is returned from combat 
under the rotation program, he comes hack to 
America to face all the supposed uncertainties 
alone. This often produces a sense of detachment 
and loneliness. 

The AAF was the first to establish in 1943, a 
separate organization to receive and process over
seas returnees, the AAF Redistribution Center, re
constituted in 1944 as the Personnel Distribution 
Command. The Command assumed jurisdiction 
over the three original redistribution stations at 
Atlantic City, Miami Beach, and Santa Monica, and 
has since established two others at Santa Ana, 
Calif., and Richmond, Va., Army Air Bases. 

Returnees, after 21 days leave at home, flow into 
these stations. In comparative leisure and comfort 
three tasks are performed. First, the returnee is 
given a thorough medical examination. Second, 
he discusses his military experience with men who 
understand his problems because they also have 
faced · them. Third, he is given an orientation on 
developments at home since he has been away and 
his future responsibilities, and he soon realizes that 
his continuing contribution will be of great value 
to the AAF. He is then assigned to an AAF station 
and recommended for the duty for which he is best 
suited. 

Restoring Men to Health 
Making a clean hI'eak from the theory that once 

a patient's wounds have healed, only time and rest 
will bring him back to normal, the Air Surgeon 
declared early in the war that a minimum of time 
need he used in returning men to duty in health, 
if the patient's attention could he turned from his 
ailments toward a constructive program of educa
tional and physical activity. The recovery pro-
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gram is based on the patient helping himself. On 
arrival, he is given a handbook in which he is asked 
to keep a record of his own recovery. However, for 
a welcome change in his military life, he does not 
have to fill out any forms-the medical people do 
that for him. He selects his own convalescent ac
tivities. He is treated as an individual. He is as
signed to one doctor, who becomes his personal 
physician, with the physical therapist, the psychia
trist, and other medical specialists as consultants. 

A lieutenant flying a B-24 had a tough running 
fight with a German submarine. He sank the sub
marine hut was forced to ditch his plane and broke 
his hack. For 6 months he lay encased in plaster 
at a hospital. Then, just 5 weeks after entering 
an AAF convalescent hospital, he was able to per
form 75 "sit-ups." Shortly after, he was discharged 
to duty with a superior rating for physical fitness. 
The best surgery in the world, alone, could not have 
done that because muscles and tendons must be 
strengthened by the patient himself. 

Flier's fatigue is an ailment peculiar to air com
bat. To cure it AAF convalescent hospitals have 
developed a specialized treatment, the results of 
which are returning our men weeks and months 
ahead of schedule, rested in mind and body, to 
assume positions in the AAF or in civilian life. 

To help our patients help themselves, the AAF 
has amassed at its convalescent hospitals equipment 
for all forms of vocational and physical treatment. 
Workshops with machinery used in teaching pa
tients to make things and thereby to strengthen 
arms, legs, and fingers, are basic equipment. So, 
too, are facilities for education. To his regular cor
rective exercises, a patient adds as much additional 
exercise as he wishes. He is encouraged to play 
golf, ride, fish, swim, and hike. Hospital authori
ties are continually looking for new therapy out
lets. Farms are operated in co~junction with 
many of the convalescent hospitals ... the pa
tients managing them and doing the work. Re
cently, an AAF cow and AAF pig won blue ribbons 
at a county fair. 

Such welfare responsibilities are heavy. In
creased numbers of detached personnel are being 
assigned to new duties, new training, or are being 
honorably discharged. That this command has 
now been established, is now actively engaged in 
its mission, means that we are developing an agency 
to accomplish the human engineering that is as 
necessary in preparing young men for civilian life 
as it was in preparing them for war. 





Section 4 
CONCLUSION 

The war has taught some important lessons 
regarding air power and our national security 

This report is written at the end of the third year 
of a long and bitter struggle. We enter the fourth 
year with full realization that the end is not in sight 
and that unnumbered months of all-out effort 
throughout the world and of grim fighting on all 
fronts are necessary to final victory. 

This report. would not, however, he complete if, 
after 3 years of war, the AAF did not record now 
for the American people the lessons learned both 
before and during this period which have required 
and also made possible the air superiority which 
has been established. It is impossible to set forth 
all of these lessons in detail. New ones are being 
learned every day. But certain basic principles 
underlying our air power needs and on which our 
air superiority rests must be known and understood 
by every American. It is on these principles that 
the AAF's planning and operations have been con
ducted in this war and its responsibilities will be 
sustained until the day of Axis collapse. It is also 
in full recognition and application of these princi
ples in a fast-changing world that the long-time 
security of our country and the peace of the world 
must rest. 

1. Air power is the weapon with which the aggres
sor in this war first struck and with which future 

Heavy bombers of the Eighth Air Force leave vapor 
trails high in the sky on their way to attack vital 
war plants and other important targets in Germany. 
Only a fraction of the attacking aircraft taking 
part in the mission are shown in the photograph. 
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aggressors will strike. The range, speed, and de
structive capacity of a powerful air force is such 
that, given sufficient air superiority, the aggressor 
can by sudden action disrupt the life of the at
tacked nation and make difficult the taking of de
fense measures. Moreover, in this field which the 
present war has shown to be subject to revolution
ary advances, we can only dimly visualize the pos
sibilities of such sudden action in the future. 

2. We must recognize that the only certain pro
tection against such aggression is the ability to meet 
and overcome it before the aggressor can strike the 
first blow. In the past such blows were water
borne; traditional naval power was our first line 
of defense. From now on successful . aggression 
must come by air. The defense lies in adequate air 
power with all its manifestations, and our first line 
of defense must he in the air. 

3. The foregoing principles can mean only one 
thing to the United States. In two world wus, the 
aggressor has moved first against other peace-loving 
nations, hoping that the United States would re
main aloof, or that other nations could be defeated 
before this country's power on land, sea, and air 
could he brought to bear against him. Luckily, in 
each war there has been time for the mobilization 
of such power, and the United States has been the 
determining factor in the defense of civilization. 
The lesson is too plain for the next aggressor to 
miss: The United States will be his first target. 
There will be no opportunity for our gradual mobi
lization-no chance to rely on the efforts of others. 



It is of the utmost importance that ou~ first line of 
defense, in the air, must be ably manned and fully 
supplied ·with modern equipment. We must be 
able to provide time for other parts of the national 
defense machine to mobilize and go into high gear. 
The United States must be the world's first power in 
military aviation. 

4. Air power and air supremacy are terms which 
require careful definition. Their full significance 
must be understood by the American people. The 

· Nation must also understand that, due to the revo
lutionary developments of science and the world's 
inventive genius, they may have entirely different 
meanings for successive generations or within any 
short span of years. In 1918 air power was built 
around the Spad, the Handley Page, the Gotha, and 
the Caproni. In 1944 Allied air power was built 
around the Spitfire, the P- 51, the P-47, the Hurri
cane, the P - 38, the C-47, the B- 17, the Lancaster, 
the B-24, the B-29, and others. In 1945 or 1946 it 
may mean other as yet undisclosed types. In 1952 
it may mean far different equipment with destruc
tive power and accuracy of which man has not yet 
dreamed. 

5. Thus, the first essential of the air power neces
sary for our national security is preeminence in re
search. The imagination and inventive genius of 
our people-in industry, in the universities, in the 
armed services, and throughout the Na ti on-must 
have free play, incentive, and every encouragement. 
American air superiority in this war has resulted 
in large measure from the mobilization and con
stant application of our scientific resources. 

Comprehensive research, both within and with
out the air services, must he expressed in inclu
sive and continuing programs. Only in this way 
can our air forces reflect at all times the rapid ad
vances in aerodynamics, physics, chemistry, elec
tronics, the sciences basic to rockets, jet propul
sion, radar, and revolutionary developments as yet 
unconceived. 

6. It must also be fully understood that scientific 
research and development will not of themselves 
keep the United States in the lead. Scientific and 
tactical advances must go forward hand in hand and 
be reflected in the aircraft, armament, equipment, 
and weapons actually being used by our air forces. 
All of our present aircraft, our power plants, and 
many items of essential equipment are in a sense 
"obsolete"- in that they are or may shortly be sur
passed in utility or performance by other equip-
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ment, in the blueprint or mock-up stage, hut not yet 
in production. Unless our air forces can continu
ally improve the equipment in use-we will find 
ourselves subject to attack by others with no answer 
except to "take it on the chin" until we have created 
modern equipment through overtime methods. 
That is a very expensive practice. 

The American people must never again assume
as after the last war and as the French did up to the 
break-through in 1940-that numbers of aircraft 
and quantities of equipment make an air force. A 
second-rate air force is worse than none because it 
gives rise to a false sense of security-which bombs 
may quickly demolish. 

7. Even an up-to-date air force in being may not 
constitute air power. Preeminence in the air im
plies maximum ability to maintain and expand ex
isting establishments. There must he a strong and 
healthy aviation industry, building thoroughly 
modern aircraft and equipment, and developing, 
testing, and experimenting with advanced designs 
for tomorrow. Segments of industry must be capa
ble of and ready for rapid conversion to quantity 
production, and certain Government-owned plants 
and production equipment not subject to rapid 
ohsolescence should be kept in stand-by as a war 
reserve against the potential aggressor. 

The importance of a progressive aviation indus
try cannot be overstated. • One way to keep it pro
gressive after final victory is promptly to sell, sal
vage, or scrap excess or obsolete planes so that they 
will not hang over the Air Force and the aviation 
industry retarding development. This happened 
after the last war, but must not happ~n again. The 
AAF is already taking steps to meet this situation 
by declaring planes and equipment surplus as they 
are currently worn out or no longer useful, and 
turning them over to the Surplus Property Board 
for appropriate disposal. 

8. Air power must he employed from large, 
frilly equipped, strategically located bases. Our 
air forces must be able to meet and overpower the 
aggressor's air threat as near as possible to its 
source. It is obvious that air operations are al
ready global. Our air forces have learned in the 
stress of war to operate in all climates and under · 
all conditions. 

These lessons must not he forgotten. Air power in 
the future will depend on the possession by our air 
forces of the knowledge and experience required for 



immediate and continuing world-wide operation. 
9. In all-out war the Army tactical air force and 

the Navy air force teams must work closely together 
with our Army and our Navy. Each must under
stand the techniques, tactics, capabilities, and limi
tations of the other. This can only he secured by 
actual service together in tactical exercises and 
maneuvers during times of peace. 

10. We have learned and must not forget that 
from now on air transport is an essential of air 
power, in fact, of all national ' p~wer. The un
dreamed of development of our fast air transport 
and the way in which it was used has been set forth 
in this report and in the report which preceded it. 
We must have an air transport organization in 
being, capable of tremendous expansion. 

Another lesson taught in this war is that a 
healthy, self-sustaining commercial air transport 
industry is vital to the realization of effective air 
power. The contribution to the military of our 
competitive civil carriers in equipment, trained 
personnel, operating methods, and knowledge have 
been of first importance in this war. The AAF and 
the Nation as a whole have a very real interest in 
the preeminence of our civil air transport structure. 

11. Troop carrier operations are present-day ac
tualities, as we have seen in Crete, New Guinea, 
Italy, Normandy, Southern France, Holland, and 
Burma. The American people must visualize that 
the aggressor's blow may be attended by dropping 
of large bodies of troops to seize our vital centers. 
Similarly, to assure our security, we must be pre
pared to counter this employment of the airplane 
and to employ it more effectively ourselves. 

12. None of these essentials of air power will be 
effective without adequate trained and experienced 
personnel. In this war, with a very small nucleus, 
we were forced to start from _the bottom with raw 
material. The AAF Training Command has done 
a tremendous job in turning out large numbers of 
navigators, bombardiers, pilots, aerial gunners, 
glider pilots, liaison pilots, W ASP's, and others. 
It has trained thousands of technicians and special
ists essential to air power. All this took time, but 
we cannot always count ,on having time. 

There must be in continuous-operation an up-to
date training establishment fully supplied with the 
latest aircraft and equipment. The AAF and the 
Nation must encourage private flying. We must 
make available to educational institutions aircraft 
and equipment that can be spared to help famil-
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iarize American young men and women with the 
fundamentals of aviation, for it is obviously upon 
youth that the Nation must rely for its protection 
against attacks of aggressors. 

So much for some of the lessons war has taught. 
At this writing, the struggle in Europe is far from 

won, yet we are increasing AAF operations in the 
Pacific to the limit of our ability. With eventual 
victory in Europe, it will be no simple matter of 
flying our men and planes from Europe to the Far 
East and promptly bringing Japan to her knees. 
Bombers can fly to the Far East, but fighter planes 
will go by boat, and this takes time. Planes must 
have modifications. Where possible, AAF men will 
be granted leave in the United States, but many and 
possibly most of them will have to go direct from 
Europe to the Pacific. The urgency of war may 
deman'=1- it. Crews will have further training after 
they reach the Pacific. 

The vast distances and the geography of the 
Pacific call especially for aerial offensives, but they 
also put great burdens on organization. Up to the 
present, with comparatively limited numbers of 
men and aircraft, and working closely with the 
Ground Forces and the Navy, we have cut Jap life
lines, and we have established new strategic bases. 
But we must build airbases closer to Tokyo, and 
we must bombard the Japanese mainland on an 
unprecedented scale. We must bring the maxi
mum amount of air power to bear against Japan 
with the least loss of time, so that Japan will be 
defeated with the minimum loss of American lives. 

The AAF can take pride in what has been ac
complished in the past 3 years-but these accom
plishments have cost the lives of many brave men. 
Air Force men have been in violent combat every 
minute since Pearl Harbor. Individually, they 
have crossed enemy lines to carry the fight to the 
Axis 6,500,000 times through 31 December 1944. 
Our men overseas have done their utmost, and we 
shall not forget. It is with sober determination 
that we of the AAF undertake to increase our con
tribution to the total war effort of the United 
Nations. 

H. H. ARNOLD, 
Commanding General, 

Army Air Forces. 
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